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ABSTRACT

In Kenya, induction for NATs in public secondary schools is based on the Teachers Service
Commission Induction Guide. However the TSC Guide does not explain how NATs in public
secondary schools should be inducted, the contents of the induction programs in public secondary
schools, the duration induction for NATs and the sequence which the school mentors were to use
during induction. The loophole in the induction guide from the TSC has lclt the public secondary
schools in Kisumu East and West Districts to find their own ways of inducting NATs. The
resultant effect is the varied induction practices done by public secondary schools to their NATs.
The impact of the varied practices in Kisumu East and West Districts is that NATs in public
secondary schools operates with various unresolved problems. NATs in Kisumu East and West
Districts are therefore dissatisfied with their schools and the teaching profession leading to (80%)
in need of transfers and (13%) deserting teaching to other employment (District staffing Officers
Kisumu East and West Districts, 2010). The purpose of this study was to asses the management
practices of induction for Newly Appointed Teachers in secondary schools in Kisumu East and
West Districts and specifically; to find out the induction needs of Newly Appointed Teachers, to
assess the management practices of induction for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools;
assess the perceptions of newly appointed teachers on management practices of induction in
secondary schools; andto examine the challenges faced in the process of induction and coping
strategies employed by the school administration. A conceptual framework was used to help the
study in focusing on how head teachers and heads of departments manage the induction programs
in order to settle the newly appointed teachers in public secondary schools. The study employed a
descriptive survey research design. The study population consisted of 40 head teachers, 40 heads
of departments and 140 newly appointed teachers. Purposive sampling technique was used to
sample 36 head teachers, 36Aand 36 heads of departments, while saturated sampling technique
was used to sample 136 newly appointed teachers. The .instruments of data collection included
questionnaires and interviews schedule. Content validity of the instruments was determined by
presenting the instruments to three experts in the department of Educational Management and
Foundations, Maseno University for perusal and their suggestions were incorporated to make
them valid. Reliability of the instruments was determined by piloting study in four (10%)
schools. Qualitative data obtained from open-ended sections of the questionnaires and interviews
was analyzed on the on-going processes as themes and sub-themes emerged. Quantitative data
collected using close-ended items in the questionnaires were analyzed using descriptive statistics
such as frequencies, percentages and means. The findings were presented in form of tables.
Qualitative data obtained using open-ended items in the questionnaires and interviews were
coded and analyzed on an on-going process as themes and sub-themes emerged. The study found
out that induction practices in schools were poorly managed as a lot of information wasgiven to
NATs in the first two days without sequence, and what the NATs were never informed when they
appraised.The study concluded that there was little attention and concern by MOEST and TSC to
enforce induction programs in public secondary schools. The study recommended that: Teachers
Service Commission should review the contents of the TSC Induction Guide and in cooperate
how induction for NATs should be managed to help in the management of induction programs
for NATs in secondary schools. Ministry 'of Education should alsoprovide funds for induction
programs to secondary schools. The results of the study will be of importance to researchers,
educationists, policy makers because of its contribution to knowledge about induction program
for NATs in Kenya and it also forms a basis for further research.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study
\

Induction for Newly Appointed Teachers (NATs) is an important administrative and

supervisory function of the school administrators; how a new teacher is introduced to his/her

assignment can greatly influence the contributions that the teacher will eventually make to

the school system (Tanner and Tanner, 1987). Globally, induction programs to assist new

teachers in adjusting to the rigors of teaching have been considered important and have been

developed in a number of countries and schools. These programs recognize the special

developmental needs of first-year teachers by providing both specialized training and

emotional support (Duke, 1990).

In Texas for example, the induction programs are developed to bring together first-year

teachers, veteran teachers, school administrators and university resource people. The focus of

these programs is the issues that most concern new teachers such as: beginning the school

year, classroom management, organizing instruction methods, grading, and evaluating

students (Erick Digest, 2004).

In Australia, Japan and New Zealand induction is considered important for new teachers and

all professionals do take active roles in new teacher "acculturation and transition". They do
Y.7

this through mentoring, modeling good teacher practice, orientations, and in-service training.

(Erick Digest, 2004).
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In USA, Best Practice Research does sponsor several mentoring conferences and trainings.

Thepurpose of these conferences is to promote the development of mentoring and induction

programs, which have a high impact on the performance of both experienced and novice

teachers and students. This equally shows how induction is valued in USA. In Scotland,

England and Wales, teachers serve a two-year probationary period, during which help is

offeredto beginning teachers through an induction program (Capel, Leask and Turner, 1995).

Accordingto Stephens and Moskowitz (1997) teacher induction is globally given priority as

a way of helping beginning teachers in their transition into their chosen profession and to

theirnew schools. The researchers noted that, it is due to these reasons that teacher induction

is being practiced in the following countries: Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Japan, the

Republic of Korea, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Chinese Taipei, and the

UnitedStates.

In Africa there is need for a well-organized and comprehensive induction programs in
I

schools just as is the case in other parts of the world. Mazimbuko (1998) in South Africa

revealed that new teachers are isolated in schools, and that there is little interaction between

the new teachers and experienced teachers. Paradoxically, these new teachers are sometimes

given the same complex set of responsibilities and tasks as experienced teachers. The study

further revealed that it is rare for beginning teachers to join a lively and supportive

community, where they are guided through the difficult periods of first year in teaching.

Similarly a study by Kamwengo (1995) in Zambia, revealed that school managers do not

organize induction programs for new teachers as they suffer deficiencies in various
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management skills and knowledge required for their positions. The situation seems no

different either in Malawi where a study by Namangale and Singelejika, (1994) revealed that

the performance of head teachers is unsatisfactory to the staff members as they lack

knowledge and skills and most of them were appointed to their positions through political

influence. Going by the above studies, head teachers in Africa do not have organized

induction programs for newly appointed teachers in their schools.

In Kenya, induction for NATs in public secondary schools is based on the Teachers Service

Commission Induction Guide published in 2006. The purpose for this guide is to help NATs

in public secondary schools to settle in the profession. It contains information on professional

conduct, the employers' (TSC) expectation in regard to performance of duties and NATs in

public secondary schools entitlement from the employer (TSC). As much as the guide

attempts to simplify and summarize the contents of some important legal documents, NATs

are also expected to read and understand the contents of vital documents. NATs are also

required to familiarize themselves with policy documents that are enforced from time to time

such as the Scheme of Service relevant to NATs. (Teachers Service Commission Secretariat,

2006).

TSC Guide 2006 has noexplanation on how NATs in public secondary schools are to be

inducted. It has not explained who are to be in charge of the induction program in public

secondary schools and what are to be, the contents of the induction programs in public

secondary schools. Induction guide also does not give light on the duration induction for
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NATsand the sequence (how induction should be phased) which the school mentors were to

useduring induction.

The loophole in the induction guide from the TSC has left the public secondary schools in

Kenyato find their own ways of inducting NATs. The resultant effect is the varied induction

practicesdone by public secondary schools to their NATs. The impact of the varied practices

is that they have left NATs in public secondary schools with various problems which are

unresolvednamely;

i) Problems involved in becoming knowledgeable about the system, its aims, policies,

programs, procedures, controls, resources, customs, values, personnel and history.

ii) Problems in becoming acquainted with the teaching profession including curricula,

courses of study, pupil personnel, parents and learning resources.

iii) Problems in get~ing to know personnel in the secondary school system.

iv) Problem of a personal nature, such as locating suitable living accommodation,

banking, shopping, health and transport facilities. (D.E.Os Offices Kisumu East and

West Districts, 2010).

Studies by Simatwa (2010) on The Induction Needs of Beginning Teachers in Primary

Schools in Bungoma East and North Districts revealed that induction process has not been

well established in the schools; that there appeared to be no well-drawn program of induction

for Newly Appointed Teachers and there is nobody directly responsible for monitoring the

progress of induction in Primary Schools for Newly Appointed Teachers. The study further

reveals that the induction does not accurately tackle teachers' needs for classroom teaching

and interpersonal relationships. This finding shows how management of induction for newly
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appointed teachers in Kenyan public secondary schools is not given priority. This study was

on the induction needs of the novice teachers, while the present study dealt with management

practices of induction for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools.

In Kisumu East and West Districts lack of a well-organized induction that accurately tackle

teachers' needs for classroom teaching and interpersonal relationships has led to NATs

suffering in public secondary schools with most of their problems unresolved making most of

them to look for new jobs or to look for transfers to other secondary schools in other districts.

This was revealed that out of 160 newly appointed teachers in 200812009, 20 (13%) Newly

Appointed Teachers had left their schools for other job opportunities and over 80 (50%)

Newly Appointed Teachers had requested to be transferred to other schools, the reasons for

leaving the teaching job or need for transfer from the two districts by (Staffing Officers from

Kisumu East and West Districts, 2010). It was therefore necessary to carry out a study on the

assessment of management practices of induction for Newly Appointed Teachers in public

secondary schools in Kisumu East and West Districts.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Induction practices for NATs in secondary schools in Kisumu East and West Districts are

based on the Teachers Service Commission Induction Guide published in (2006). The TSC

Induction Guide however does not contain information on how induction for newly

appointed teachers should be managed. This scenario has left secondary schools to manage

induction exercise according to their own varied methods. The resultant effect has been that

NATs in secondary schools in Kisumu East and West Districts are often faced with several
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problems associated with inadequate induction: lack of Institutional resources, heavy

workloads,undefined-professional expectation and problems of a personal nature, such as

locating suitable living accommodation, banking, shopping, and health and transport
\

facilities.These problems faced by Newly Appointed Teachers has led to'20 (13%) of them

beingdissatisfied with teaching profession and had deserted teaching to other jobs, while 80

(50%) had requested for transfer to other schools outside Kisumu East and West Districts.

To date, seemingly no study has been conducted in Kenya to assess the management

practicesof induction for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools in Kisumu East and

WestDistricts. A study on the assessment of management practices of induction for Newly

AppointedTeachers in secondary schools was therefore necessary.

1.3 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to assess the management practices of induction for newly

appointedteachers in secondary schools in Kisumu North, East and West Districts.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

Thespecific objectives of the study were to:

i) Find out the induction needs of Newly Appointed Teachers in secondary schools.

ii) Examine the management practices of induction for Newly Appointed Teachers in

secondary schools.

iii) Find out the perceptions of Newly Appointed Teachers on management practices of

induction in secondary schools.

iv) Examine the challenges faced in the process of induction and coping strategies.
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1.5 Research Questions

The following research questions guided the researcher in this study:

i) What are the induction needs for Newly Appointed Teachers in secondary schools?
,

ii) How are the induction practices for Newly Appointed 'reachers Managed in

secondary schools?

iii) How do Newly Appointed Teachers perceive the management of induction III

secondary schools?

iv) What are the challenges faced in the process of inducting Newly Appointed

Teachers in secondary schools and what are the coping strategies used by school

administration?

1.6 Significance of the Study

This study assessed the management practices of ind~ction for newly appointed teachers in

secondary schools. This is an area that has not attracted much interest of educational

researchers in Kenya, yet new teachers' effectiveness largely depends on a specific support

structure that aligns with their individual needs. This study has yielded important results

which should influence theory and practices of induction management. The results are useful

to teachers, education and training policy makers, quality assurance and standards officers

and school mentors. The study provides guidelines for use in planning, implementing and

evaluating induction programs. This study moves the induction development approach from

the current trial and error practices to systematic consideration of real problems that

induction for newly appointed teachers should address.
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Finally,the study also contributes to theory of induction. Traditionally, induction has been

perceivedas orientation which is a one short experience that assumes a linear approach. In

this approach, induction programs are not well developed and there are no appraisals to the
\

participants during the process. In addition, teachers' input is rarely considered in the

development of the induction programs in their schools. However, close examination of

NewlyAppointed Teachers showed that induction can only succeed if it continues for at least

oneyear. Appraisal should be emphasized as the basis for continuity in induction program

development.This study therefore suggests a model where induction is conceptualized as a

continuousprocess rather than an event of one to two days. In this model, appraisal serves as

the link between the program planning and the program implementation. The teachers' input

is also central to all decisions about induction planning, implementation and appraisal. This

newapproach will encourage the development of relevant and effective induction programs.

1.7 Assumption of the Study

Since management of induction for newly appointed teachers is one of the duties of school

administration, the following assumptions were necessary: head teachers are responsible for

the organization of induction program; head teachers knows the role of induction pf"

i~ for newly appointed teachers; there is at least an induction practice in all public

secondaryschools in Kisumu East and West District.
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1.8 Scope of the Study

The study focused on how induction practices in public secondary schools are management

in order to settle and retain the newly appointed teachers. This study focused on how the
\

head teachers in secondary schools in Kisumu East and West Districts. organize induction

practices in their schools and how their organizations affect the settling and retention of

NATs in the teaching profession. This study also endeavored to show how the new teachers

in public secondary schools cope with the kind of induction practices offered in secondary

schools in Kisumu East and West Districts through in-depth interviews, and a survey

questionnaire. The informants were head teachers, heads of departments and newly appointed

teachers who were employed between 2007 and 2009. The study narrowed itself to the

conventional view of induction, that is, it was dealing with newly appointed teachers by

Teachers Service Commission in public secondary schools.

1.9 Limitation of the Study

This study was not interested in depicting perceived orientation practices in schools

It did not go beyond the conventional view to cover the views of the teachers new in the

public secondary school due to transfer, those new to an assignment due to promotion or

those newly appointed by the Schools Board of Governors. Teachers who were employed in

the period beyond two years ago were not included as informants because they were not in a

position to give any accurate assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of induction

management in the three districts.
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1.10Conceptual Framework

Inductionis a process that enables newly appointed teachers acquaints with and adapt to a

newposition and organizational environment. The induction process is participators and a
\

collectiveresponsibility of the head teacher, heads of departments and the inductee as shown

onFigure 1below.
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INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

INDUCTION INPUTS
-Head teacher
-Heads of

Departments
(School Mentor)

INTERVENINGV ARIABLE

\11

INDUCTION PROCESS
Orientation, Mentoring, Seminars and
Workshops on;
-School objectives and policies
-School history
- School structure and culture
-School curriculum
-School external and internal environment
-Professional expectation, position, duties

I ~ I and responsibilities
-Rights of a teacher
-Guidance on social life, standards and
norms

FEEDBACK
~

('

DEPENDENT VAJuABLES

Newly Appointed Teachers whose
Needs were fulfilled through Induction
are;
-Fully adjusted to work
-Self-motivated

I • I -Self-directed
-Fully effective member of staff
-Teacher retained and has no
intention to leave teaching and the
school

Figure, 1. Showing Management Practices ofInduction for Newly Appointed Teachers in Secondary Schools.

Source: Researcher
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The above conceptual illustration shows that induction practices should be offered by the

headteacher and heads of departments in the school at different levels and periods. The first

levelwhich is orientation should be done on the first three weeks of reporting and should be
\

doneby the head teacher who should introduce the NAT to the staff, school facilities and to

thestudents.The conceptual frame work is also showing that the head teachers should make

followup contacts with the NAT constantly to ensure that the NAT is settled and assisted

wellby other teachers.

Atthe second level, which is mentoring, should run concurrently with the third level which is

seminarsand the fourth level which is workshops, the head teacher after offering orientation

should hand over the NAT to the head of department. At this stage the NAT should be

assistedto learn more about the school and the profession; mostly, he/she should be informed

of the school history, culture, type of students and staff both teaching and non teaching and

how he/she should relate with them. He/She should also be informed of the surrounding

community and other stakeholders like the Board of Governors, Parents Teachers

Association and the school sponsors. The heads of department should also inform the NAT

on the professional needs; code of conduct, trade union, benefits from the employer; both

monetaryand social. NATs should also be informed and guided on the school curriculum and

what should be his/her role in the school. Heads of departments should also introduce the

NATsto subject heads and together they should cover what the department is offering to the

teachers, subjects offered by the department, what the NAT should do in the department,

his/herteaching subjects, how they should be taught, number of lessons and the objectives of

thedepartment to the teachers and to the school community.
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During all these levels of induction, there should always be evaluation by the heads of

departments, the mentor should always have follow up contact, carry out performance

assessment and also regular induction interviews which will offer feedback so as to enable
\

the school reassess and restructure its induction practices. The conceptual

illustration above shows that when the management practices of induction are well done in

schools, the results will be teacher retention, NATs will be fully adjusted to work, will be

self-motivated, directed and finally becomes effective member of staff.

The conceptual frame work was used in the study to establish the organization of induction

programs for Newly Appointed Teachers in secondary schools and it helped in data

collection by assisting in the identifications of management practices of induction for newly

appointed teachers in Kisumu East and West Districts.
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1.11Definition of Terms

Administration: The executive and organizational infrastructure through which

effective management is achieved. (Gray, 1999).

Educational Management: The prudent utilization of personnel, funds arid equipment to

enhance efficiency in the delivery of quality education

(Hendry, 1995).

The systematic organizational effort to assist personnel to adjust

readily and effectively to new assignments so that they can

contribute maximally to the work of the system while realizing

personal and position satisfaction (Moipolai, 2004).

The techniques and expertise of efficient organization, planning,

direction and control of operations in a given institution.

(Robore, 1998).

An individual who plays a significant role in offering guidance

and assistance to beginning teachers. (Totterdel, et al, 1992).

Newly Appointed Teachers: This term is used in this study to describe teachers who are

Induction:

Management:

Mentor:

newly qualified and employed by Teachers Service Commission

to teach in public secondary schools. (Simatwa, 2010).
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CHAPTER TWO "OJ-;l.j 0005
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction
\

This section reviews the related literature on the management practices of induction for

newly appointed teachers under the following sub themes: Induction Needs of Newly

Appointed Teachers in Public Secondary Schools; Management Practices of Induction for

Newly Appointed Teachers in Public Secondary Schools; Perceptions of Newly Appointed

Teachers towards Management of Induction in Public Secondary School and Challenges

facedin the process of Induction and Coping Strategies employed by school Administration.

2.2 Induction Needs for Newly Appointed Teachers in Secondary Schools

The importance of the proper induction and orientation of new appointees cannot be

underestimated. Too many potentially capable teachers, including many who have devoted

yearsof preparation to their careers, resign their positions and give up teaching because of an

unnecessarily unpleasant and frustrating initial experience in a school that lacks an effective

comprehensive orientation program. The consequence is not only for the NATs, but also the

society,which loses the valuable services of a trained teacher (Rebore, 1998).

TheNewly Appointed Teachers have the following induction needs;

a) They need to know how to handle student discipline

b) How to manage time

c) How to manage classrooms

d) How to participate in curricular and co-curricular activities

e) Knowledge of school policies

f) Knowledge of legal provisions in teaching
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Themain thrust of an induction program for NATs is to convey an understanding of the

schoolsystem's policies and services. This comprehensive induction is important because of

thevariousreasons as can be realized from different writers and researchers. According to
\

Tannerand Tanner (1987), offering induction services to the NATs is an investment because

it improvesthe quality of learning. This enables the NATs to understand the school policy

and the learners and therefore follow the school format of teaching, which will ensure

continuityin learning, and so, a well-planned induction practice can do much towards

preventingthe failure of new teachers. Bennett and Martin (1980) observed that when NATs'

initialtraining is finished, a NAT can be strongly tempted to prepare less carefully for his/her

teachingand classroom management. After all, he/she has shown that he/she can do the job.

Comprehensiveinduction is also necessary because NATs do receive an informal induction

fromveteran teachers, such induction do soil the picture of the school and its administration

and in turn makes the NATs develop negative attitude towards the school and join a group of

rebellious teachers against the school administration. In order to counter such kind of

influence,it is necessary for schools to show the NATs true pictures of their operations

througha comprehensive induction program. This can be supported by the findings of Gary

(1999) that a well-organized induction programs are the exception, rather than the rule, and

informal, haphazard induction experiences have been associated with higher levels of

attritionas well as lower levels of teacher effectiveness. Schools should therefore strive to

retain the NATs and improve the effectiveness by offering a comprehensive induction

practice.
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A comprehensive induction program helps NATs to improve on their practice and positively

affectstudent learning. In addition to providing support to NATs, an induction program helps

them to reflect upon practice and can unite the learning community and by this, helps in

improving the quality of education in a school. An induction program "also has the power of

fosteringa collaborative learning community for all educators. These NATs as new educators

find themselves in an environment that cultivates collaboration towards achieving a common

goal.

After successfully completing training and got first teaching post, NATs do feel relief at

having "made it". They do feel very confident and believe that they are going to be able to

solve any problem they are faced with motivating an unmotivated student or changing the

teaching methods in the department so that much more active learning takes place. NATs

also fear failing in their new job. Different people have different fears; fear of not being able

to control the students, of being thought to be lacking skill or ability, of not being accepted

by other members of staff, of not liking the school or the people they work with (Capel et al,

1995).

As the new person in a school and department, NATs may not be sure of how to behave or of

the rules or procedures to follow. NATs will have some success and some failures and will

soon realize that they cannot solve every problem or change the world. As a result, their

confidence may decrease and they may ,not be fully effective until they are settled in the

school and the job. An induction practice should help the NATs to make this transition

(Capel et al, 1995).
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Everyorganization faces the problem of informing members of its purposes, policies and

procedures.NATs want to know what the total operation is and how they fit into it. They

needto know not only essential components of the system, but also how the parts interact,

contributingto the success of the whole. The school administrator is larg-ely responsible for

seeingthat NATs receive this information.

Accordingto Castetter (1981), in order for NATs to adjust to the system, they should be

awareof their role, customs associated with the role, rules that affect position performance,

and the degree of autonomy permissible in fulfilling the role. These are the kinds of

informationneeded by individuals to enable them to fit easily and promptly into the work

patternrelating to their positions. These needs were incongruent with the observations made

byBennett and Martin (1980) who observed that in initial training courses, surprisingly little

attentionare usually given to this aspect of the teachers' work. Yet in their professional lives

teachersare very much affected by the law and a plea of ignorance is not usually accepted as

a valid reason for infringements of that law. They further stressed that just as it is valuable

for a teacher to have sufficient knowledge to be able to carry out minor first aid in school

withoutobtaining a medical degree, so it is equally valuable for him to have some of those

aspectsof the law which affect him/her in his/her work without first pursuing a course for a

legalqualification. A comprehensive induction practice should play this important role to the

NATs.

Theimportance of induction for NATs can also be realized from the studies conducted by the

Commonwealth Secretariat (1997) on the personnel management, from where they noted that
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as the chief administrators, head teachers have the responsibility for ensuring that education

(learning)takes place efficiently in their schools. If this is not happening because the teachers

are incompetent or lack confidence, the school head should initiate an induction program.
\

The secretariat further asserts that school heads need to know how to motivate the teachers.

Theyneed to get results through people or get the best out of people. Thus, they say is most

likelyto be achieved if the school head helps the staff to experience job satisfaction which

mustbe inculcated on the NATs on their first years of teaching through an induction practice.

A study by Meinster (1987) in Maryland school in USA found out that teachers are

adequately prepared before they begin teaching however, this is not the case in the Kenyan

situation as has been observed by many senior teachers in Kisumu North, East and West

Districtswho believe that beginning teachers need assistance to help them adjust in their new

stationsand the need for assistance should be met in a systematic manner.

The quality of management and its organization affects behavior, attitudes and efforts of the

NATs. Positive interpersonal relationships are regarded as strengthening motivation to

NATs. In this respect, NATs would like to know what is expected of them and how their

tasks from part of a total plan. This should be told to the NATs during a well-organized

induction practice. If the community's values differ from those of the NATs, these

community factors will have a de-motivating effect on the NAT. The personal lives ofNATs,

suchas their relationships with their families, will also influence their behavior. Although the

head teachers have little control over such motivating factors, he/she has to encounter their

influence by offering a comprehensive induction program as (Common Wealth Secretariat,

1997)concludes; Therefore it would seem that to motivate a NAT effectively, a school head
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shouldhave knowledge of their personal needs, their work circumstances, the requirements

ofthecommunity and have an effective induction practice.

Inductionbegins when the student teacher changes from being a part-time teacher, visiting

schoolsfor only a few weeks at a time, and takes on the responsibilities of a full-time

professional.However, he/she is not yet fully qualified, and is often described as being on

probation.According to Farrant (1980), induction advances the student into the reality of the

teacher'sjob and enables him/her to plug any gaps that may be revealed in his/her pre-

servicetraining. This proves the crucial role of induction to the new teacher who had not

knownwhat realities are on the field. If induction practice is not well organized, the NAT

mightsuffer from "Reality shock". That is a shock like reactions of new workers when they

findthemselves in a work situation for which they have spent several years preparing and for

whichthey thought they were going to be prepared, and then suddenly find that they are not.

It is therefore important for schools to offer a comprehensive induction practice which must

givethe details of the job description and the overall organizational expectations of work-

relatedactivities to the NATs so as to alleviate the rate of teacher attrition (Duke, 1999).

NewlyAppointed Teachers have legitimate learning needs that cannot be learnt in advance or

outsidethe contexts of teaching. Feiman-Nemser (2003) suggests that induction practices for

new teachers are most effective when they treat the first years of teaching as a phase in

learningto teach and as a process of enculturation to professional norms and practices. She

assertsthat keeping new teachers in teaching is not the same as helping them become good
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teachers.A good induction practice seeks not only to retain teachers but also to improve the

teachingprofession.

In Kenya, Teachers Service Commission published the Teachers "Service Commission

InductionGuide published in 2006 (Teachers Service Commission Secretariat, 2006). The

purposefor this guide is to help NATs settle in the profession. It contains information on

professional conduct, the employers' expectation in regard to performance of duties and

NATs entitlement from the employer. The guide attempts to simplify and summarize the

contentsof some important legal documents, NATs are also expected to read and understand

thecontents of vital documents. NATs are also required to familiarize themselves with policy

documents that are enforced from time to time such as the Scheme of Service relevant to

NATs. The TSC Induction Guide for Teachers explains that NATs were to be inducted on

their roles on student discipline; the character expectation of a teacher by TSC; the TSC

servicesto a teacher; roles and duties of a teacher in school and the rights and entitlements of

a teacher.

TSC Guide (2006) did not explain how inductions for NATs are to be organized. It did not

explain who are to be in charge of the induction program in secondary schools and which

topics are to be tackled in the induction program. Induction guide equally failed to give light

on the duration induction for NATs should take and the sequence which the school mentors

were to use during induction. The weakness of the TSC Induction Guide has left schools

without a uniform system of organizing induction programs; hence each secondary school

has its own practice of induction for newly appointed teachers. Such practices has left NATs
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in KisumuEast and West Districts to be discontent with their schools systems and the

teachingprofession as expressed on their attrition and needs to transfer to schools in other

districts.

Growinginterest in induction needs of school personnel is reflected in the increasing amount

ofcomplaindevoted to this subject by teachers. Various teachers have scored the absence of

systematicinduction programs, the pavacity of systematic efforts to evaluate personnel

acculturationprogram, and discrepancies between actual program designs for newly

appointedteachers and the real needs of the newly appointed teachers. Teachers in Kisumu

Eastand West Districts frequently have the concept that planning for induction of newly

appointedteachers is neither widely understood nor accepted and that its applications are not

widelypracticed, (District Education Offices, Kisumu East and West Districts, 2010).

Manyof these difficulties of the new teachers have been attributed by veteran teachers to

faultymanagement practices of induction in the two districts which does not address their

needsnamely; Need to know about school systems and their operations; Need to know their

positionsin the school and work involved; Need to know the personnel in the system; Need

to know about the students and also; Need to know the problems of personal nature. The

presentstudy, therefore, investigated the needs of newly appointed teachers in form of school

policies, time management, professional ethics, professional support programs,

teaching/learning resources and culture through the induction programs before they

commenceteaching in secondary schools in Kisumu North, East and West districts.
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2.3Management Practices of Induction in Secondary Schools

In offering induction for NATs various countries do have different practices and contents.

The Northern Territory of Australia's system of teacher induction focuses on improving
\

supportand teacher retention. The features of their induction practice include a series of in-

serviceorientations at the regional and school level, an extensive peer probation system that

both evaluates new teacher progress and provides emotional and professional support, and

extensivecentral office support.

Japan demonstrates a strong commitment to the professional development of teachers; its

inductionprogram in marked by close contact with new teachers; a strong mentoring system,

and support time for planning, collaboration, and the general sharing of ideas. While New

Zealandprovides an interesting case study, its teacher induction program is ongoing and part

of a two-year period of provisional teaching. New Zealand uses an advice and guidance

program, which relies heavily on release-time for the support and development of beginning

teachers. There is a national framework for teacher induction, with practice implemented and

tailoredat the individual school level (Duke, 1999).

A study by Stephens and Moskowitz (1997) shows that Association of Petroleum Exporting

Countries (APEC) members identify several goals for implementing teacher induction

practice. According to these countries the reasons for establishing teacher induction practices

are to; familiarize the inductees with the responsibilities of teaching and the culture of the

schools where they will teach. Increase the competency of the inductees, by improving their

professional skills. Screen or assess the inductees to ensure they can perform the duties of
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teachingand that they are an effective "match" for their particular school. Provide support

andguidanceto help smooth the inductees' transition from beginners to professionals (often

a componentof achieving the other goals cited above). Increase retention of teachers in a
\

<:

particulargeographic location or in a particular subject area (Stephens et al, 1997).

Accordingto Stephens, et al, (1997) APEC members' teacher induction programs most

commonly focus on some combinations of the following topics; Teaching methods;

Curriculumcontent; Classroom management; Advice to students; School policies. Other less

frequenttopics include working with parents, handling administrative tasks, integrating

teachers,retaining teachers, and developing ethical and professional standards.

Regionalstudies show that little has been done by the African governments to ensure that

comprehensiveinduction is offered in schools for the NATs. Kamwengo (1995), reveals that

in Zambia, the Ministry of Education has not given sufficient recognition to induction and

trainingas an important element in the promotion of staff. The findings further reveal that the

Ministry of Education has no management policy. This makes the situation confusing

followinga further revelation that education managers in Zambia have deficiencies in various

skillsrequired by the ministry of Education.

A studyby Mazimbuko (1998) reveals that in South Africa, NATs has little interaction with

theexperienced teachers and that they are isolated. This finding further stressed that it is rare

for beginning teachers to join a lively and supportive community, where they are guided

through the difficult periods they face. This therefore shows that there is no formal and

comprehensiveinduction program in most schools in South Africa and that NATs do not find
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it easyto settle hence it interferes with their performance and socialization. This situation is

not different from what Nts'iova (1996) revealed through his research on the school

management project in South Africa that there is no formal induction of personnel upon
\

appointmentto school management teams.

Indoshi,(1999) notes that in East Africa many young teachers leave college well trained and

eagerto do a good job, but lack of expert advice and the growing impression that they have

been forgotten often lead to an astonishing rapid decline in morale in the third and

subsequent years of service. This loss of heart is a very real obstacle to the permanent

improvement of Secondary Education. A comprehensive induction for NATs would help to

give"morale boost"to the NATs (Indoshi, 2003). This is supported by a study conducted by

Mazimbuko (1998) on the practice of beginning teachers in Swaziland, where his findings

revealed that newly qualified teachers needs a comprehensive induction to face teaching

aspects for which they are not trained, performing duties and responsibilities that senior

teachersknow enough to avoid and many frustrations and regrets of being in the teaching

profession. He further suggested that a mentoring system in the school be seriously

considered as a positive effort to help beginning teachers face effectively the present and

futurechallenges of the teaching profession.

AlthoughIndoshi (2003) covered the approaches used in induction for NATs, it differed with

the present study in that his focus was on the problems faced by the beginning teachers in

secondaryschools and so he did not look at the management of induction for NATs in depth.

The present study on the other hand carried out an in-depth research on the management of
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inductionfor the NATs and went beyond the problems faced by NATs. Thus the present

studygivesthe advantages of offering a comprehensive induction for NATs.

Indoshi(1999) on the other hand was a study focused on INSET and so did not cover in

detailsthe management of induction for NATs. In other words it was=dealing with the

teacherswho have taken long in the field and who needs in-service for refreshment.

Manyschools, approaches to and management of induction have not been developed through

systematicplanning. Republic of Kenya (2006) reveals that the Recruitment and Training

Policy2005, stipulates that induction is mandatory and should be conducted within three

monthsof an officer joining the service. However, there has not been a unified framework

forundertaking the induction process in schools. This is supported by Indoshi (2003) that

inductionprocess during the probation period in secondary schools does not accurately tackle

ATsneeds for classroom teaching and interpersonal relationships. He further noted that no

teachercould at the beginning ofhislher career be equipped for all the responsibilities he/she

is going to face. Indoshi therefore stressed that the way the teachers are initiated into

professional practice through induction courses are even more important in teacher

education.And that follow-up of initial training through induction is therefore important in

consolidatingteacher education and setting the stage for further professional development.

It is therefore important for the head teachers to realize that induction of NATs will take

placein their institutions regardless of the administrators' action or intent. Since induction

playsso vital a role in attainment of the school, departmental, and individual goals, it is

essentialthat the induction process be properly designed and controlled (Castetter, 1981).
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Studieson the induction phase of teacher education and training in Kenya reflect an overall

lack of attention to the NATs professional development needs. This is reflected on

governmentdocuments such as Kamunge Commission (Republic of Kenya, 1998) which
\

onlyrecommended that the duration of the Bachelor of Education Programs be lengthen from

4 to 5 years to give trainees enough time to study theory and practice of teaching before

graduating.

Studies by Simatwa (2010) on; The Induction Needs for Newly Qualified Teachers in

PrimarySchools in Bungoma District reveals that there is lack of time for schools to organize

inductionprograms of beginning teachers that made many beginning teachers to be offered

inductionbriefings instead of induction programs. He further reveals that financial constrains

in secondary schools in Bungoma could not allow for the organization of the induction

programs and that negative attitudes of both beginning teachers and members of staff also

affectedthe induction programs.

Simatwa (2010) also reveals that induction process has not been well established in the

schools; that there appeared to be no well-drawn program of induction for the NATs and

there is nobody directly responsible for monitoring the progress of induction in Primary

Schoolsfor NATs. This concurs with Indoshi who maintained that the head teachers who are

supposed to recommend the teachers for confirmation in the teaching service at the end of

two years, do not work directly with the NATs on A daily basis and that the induction

process during the probation period is informal and ad hoc, without a clear program of

activities and evaluation. Lastly the study reveals that the induction does not accurately
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tackleteacher's needs for classroom teaching and interpersonal relationships. This finding

showshow management of induction for NATs in Kenyan schools is not given priority.

Likewisea study by Simatwa (2010) reveals that the induction programs offered in Kenyan
\

schoolsdoes not carter for the needs of the NATs. This brings the study to 'look at the gap in

theaboveliterature.

Veteranteachers in Kisumu East and West Districts, have observed that inductions for newly

appointedteachers are left for individual schools to conduct. Many times the induction in the

twodistricts is given the approach of orientation which is usually done on day one by the

headteachers. Many teachers have complained over the management practices of induction

for newly appointed teachers and equally the administrators have complained of lack of

inductionguide from the eRE since the guide produced by the TSe, only spells out the

compositionof TSe and its service to the teachers (TSe Guide, 2006) Kisumu East and West

Districtsare equally not having any systematic approach to induction practices for newly

appointedteachers

AlthoughSimatwa (2010) discussed about induction programs lacking in Primary schools in

8ungoma the core of his study was on the induction needs of the beginning teachers while

thepresent study dealt with management practices of induction for newly appointed teachers

in secondary schools. In this case the present study did not only look at the induction needs

of newly appointed teachers but went into details to establish how schools conduct their

inductionprograms for newly appointed teachers. While Simatwa (2010) research focusing

on primary schools, the present study was on the other hand focusing on secondary schools

whichhave a different set up from primary schools.
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AlthoughIndoshi (2003) covered the approaches used in induction for NATs, it differed with

thepresent study in that his focus was on the problems faced by the beginning teachers and

so it did not look at the management of induction for NATs in depth. The present study on
\

theother hand carried out an in-depth research on the management of induction for the NATs

andwent beyond the problems faced by NATs. Thus the present study gave the advantages

of offering a comprehensive induction for NATs. Indoshi (1999) on the other hand was a

steady focused on INSET and so did not cover in details the management practices of

inductionfor NATs. In other words it was dealing with the teachers who have taken long in

thefield and who needs in-service for refreshment.

2.4 Perception of Newly Appointed Teachers on Induction Practices in Secondary

Schools

Theinduction periods are critical to the development and to a large extent shape the attitudes

andbehaviors that are maintained throughout a teacher's career. These first years are when

teachersdecide if they will remain in the profession or leave. Statistics shows that one-half of

allnew teachers decide to leave within their first five years (Darling-Harmmond, 2003).

Inductionhas been viewed positively by many ofNATs in USA recognizes that induction is

helpful; they however indicated that they were given a lot of information in a very short

amount of time which left them with a feeling of being unprepared to teach (Namangale, et

aI, 1994). This was congruent with the perception ofNATs in Singapore who maintains that

the support given during orientation tends to deliver everything prior and at the start of the

school calendar and then promptly forgets them (Mazimbuko, 1998). NATs in Malawi
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ivedpeer coaching, observation of experienced teachers and observation by principals

be the most useful set of induction practices, but ironically, these tended to be less

. able(Stephens, et al, 1997). In Kenya NATs largely perceived induction as helpful and
\

ivedhelp from heads of departments, head teachers and school inspectors. They received

yany help from teachers' centers or resource units, Indoshi (2003). He further noted

althoughNATs received some assistance in addressing the problems experienced, the

ce was not very useful. Since there was lack of well-structured framework for the

. cipal-NATsrelationship that could enhance mutual trust and fruitful coexistence through

rtivemonitoring and team building.

imatwa(2010) revealed that induction exposes the beginning teachers to the realities of life

suchthat they become aware on how to handle school facilities, handling of pupils and time

management.He further noted that adequate time and res~urces should be spent in induction

toenhanceperformance through workshops, seminars and in-service courses.

2.5Challenges and Coping Strategies Faced During Induction Practices in Secondary

Schools

Theinductionpractices for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools are most effective

whenthey treat the first years of teaching as a phase in learning to teach and as a process of

enculturationto professional norms and practices. However on their attempt to induct newly

appointedteachers, the schools do face various challenges as can be revealed by previous

researchers.In USA, the school managers do complain of time to implement the induction

programs.Most induction programs last only one year but educators have noted that even
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thoughthe orientation phase of the process may conclude after the first year, induction could

continuein order to develop teachers' repertoires of skills and to inculcate teaching as a

Thereis also the problem of unsuccessful new teacher/mentor dyads. Research has shown

that if new teachers have no professional respect for their mentors, the relationship is

perceivedas less useful than if they did have this respect (Tickle, 1994). Sykes (1983) also

adds that the success of induction for Newly Appointed Teachers is influenced by the

characteristicsof the NATs who enter the teaching force. In this case, induction management

needsto be reorganized to accommodate the character of the Newly Appointed Teachers to

be inducted. Ignoring the character of NATs do render induction programs in secondary

schoolsfutile. Lack of adequate and dependable annual sources of financial support is the

greatestbarrier to maintaining quality induction programs in South Africa (Mazimbuko,

1998). Some teachers have a sense of growing professional power while others feel

diminisheddue to low level entry and the later often cited as problematic in some parts of

SouthAfrica.

Accordingto Tanner, et al, (1987), there are several problems that school administrators do

facewhile providing induction to new teachers such like the efforts by the senior teachers

mentoringthe NATs are thwarted by the informal induction offered by the veteran teachers

to pull them on their side against school administration. Tanner also maintained that veteran

teachers have other professional responsibilities and are not freely available to assist the

schoolmentor in inducting the newly appointed teachers. Tanner further noted that NATs do
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to ask for assistance and the experienced teachers hesitate to offer it. Despite these

the teacher induction practices efforts are designed to strengthen teacher

ivenessand by most accounts, seem to be worth continuing each year.
\

, g teachers are often forced to put up with ill-equipped classrooms with inadequate

tionalresources and materials. Sometimes they get worsened in their schools and have

struggleto locate and collect quality materials on their own initiatives (Cole, Squire &

iesby Simatwa (2010) on induction needs of the beginning teachers in Bungoma District

ealsthat induction programs in primary schools are faced with financial constraints, lack

f time,negative attitudes of both beginning teachers and members of staff and lack of

cooperationfrom members of staff. Such challenges do affect the induction process and

results on the newly appointed teachers ineffectiveness and finally attrition Induction for

ewlyAppointed Teachers in Secondary Schools are also affected by the government

policieswhich are unclear to the mentors and school administrators, for example the policy

pertainingto student discipline, This policy is unclear to the school administrators who are to

guideNewly Appointed Teachers on the forms of ensuring student discipline without using

physicalpunishments,

The studies done by Simatwa differs with the present study because the present study

investigated the management practices of induction for newly appointed teachers in

secondaryschools and offered insight into ways of conducting an induction program, while

Simatwafocused on induction needs which is a sub-theme of the present study at a lower
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level that is in pnmary schools. The present study has also addressed the emergmg

challenges that are likely to arise and interfere with the results of induction programs for

newly appointed teachers.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

.1Introduction
\

is sectiondescribes the research design of the study, the study population, sample and

88Illplingtechniques, instruments of data collection, data collection procedures, validity and

reliabilityof the instruments and methods of data analysis.

3.2 Research Design

Thisstudywas conducted using descriptive survey to investigate management practices of

inductionfor newly appointed teachers in secondary schools in Kisumu, East and West

Districts.A descriptive survey design allows the researcher to gather information,

summarize,present and interpret for the purpose of clarification (Orodho, 2003). Gay (1976)

addsthat descriptive research is concern with conditions, that exist, practices that prevail,

beliefsand attitude that are held, process that are ongoing and trends that are developing.

Borgand Gall (1998) also note that descriptive survey research is intended to produce

statisticalinformation about the aspects of education that interest policy makers and

educators.The research design was suitable because the study was concerned with collection

ofdatafrom large study population. The research design was also suitable because the study

wasconcernedwith the belief and attitude of the newly appointed teachers as well as the on

goingtrend of induction management for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools.
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3.3 Area of Study

Thestudy was done in Kisumu East and West Districts (Greater Kisumu District before it

wassplit into three districts in 2010) of Nyanza Province, Kenya. This is shown by a map in
\

(AppindixG). The districts are situated on Winam gulf and lies withi~ longitudes 33°, 200E

and35°,20° E and latitudes 0°, 20° Sand 0°, 50° S. They border; Bondo District to the West,

Rachuonyodistrict to the South, Nyando district to the East and South, Vihiga district of

WesternProvince to the North and Nandi district of Rift Valley Province to the North East.

Accordingto 2009 census the three districts had a population of 504, 359. This population

wasprojected to reach 604, 225 by 2018; that is 20% increase (Republic of Kenya, 2010).

The rapid population growth has placed a lot of pressure on services such as education

coveringa total area of 2,660 square kilometers. The main economic activity in the three

districtsis subsistence farming in the rural areas where the majority of the population lives.

Cropsgrown include maize, beans, millet and cassava. Fishing in Lake Victoria is another

economic activity in the districts. Kisumu town which is the provincial headquarters of

NyanzaProvince is also found within Kisumu East Districts, the general economic activities

in Kisumu town greatly influence the lives of people of Kisumu North, East and West

Districts. The districts have fair distribution of social amenities such as dispensaries,

hospitals,water, electricity, churches and rural access roads.

Kisumu East and West Districts were relevant for this study because out of 160 the initial

newlyappointed teachers in 2008 and 2009,20 (13%) had left for other jobs, also another 80

(50%) had requested for transfer to other schools, The teachers who had left teaching and
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thosewhorequested for transfers to other districts expressed dissatisfaction of various kinds.

Theycitedlack of professional support (75%), lack of planning time (65%), too heavy work

load(60%),problematic student behavior (53%), and lack of influence over school policy
\

<:

(52%) as sources of dissatisfaction (District Education Staffing Offices, 2010.

3.4StudyPopulation

Theresearcherobtained the number of all newly appointed teachers between 2008 and 2009,

from all schools from the two district education officers as 140 while the total number of

schoolmentors was 40 and the total number of principals whose schools had received newly

appointedteachers was 40.

3.5SampleSize and Sampling Techniques

Atotalof 36 head teachers, 136 newly appointed teachers and 36 heads of departments

participatedin the study as informants. They were drawn from 36 secondary schools which

badreceived newly appointed teachers; this was 53% of all secondary schools in the two

districts.During the study 4 (10%) Head Teachers, 4 (10%) Heads of Departments and 4

(5.44%) Newly Appointed Teachers were not involved in the main study since they had

participatedin the pilot study. In order to sample 136 newly appointed teachers, the

researcheremployed saturated sampling. This procedure was relevant for the study because

alltheNewly Appointed Teachers in the two districts were sampled for the study. The study

alsoemployed purposive sampling technique to sample 36 head teachers and 36 heads of

departmentsfrom all the schools that had received the newly appointed teachers in the two

districts.Purposive sampling is often used in qualitative research studies. The participants are
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often selected because they are typical or particularly interesting. Purposeful sampling allows

theresearcher to select those participants who will provide the richest information, (Lomas,

1999).This sampling technique was relevant because of the important role the head teachers,
<-

andheadsof departments play in the organization and management of induction for NATs in

schools.

Table 3.1

Category of Respondents

Categories of Respondents Study Population Sample Size

No. No Percentage (%)

HeadTeachers 40 36 90

Headsof Departments 40 36 90

NewlyAppointed Teachers 140 136 94.46

Source:District Education Offices - Kisumu East and West Districts (2010).

3.6 Instruments of Data Collection

The study used survey forms of instruments (questionnaires and interviews). These

instruments are very relevant in the case where the. respondents are the persons on whom

factsare being gathered or whose attitudes, feelings or beliefs are being explored (Grinnel,

1993).Questionnaires and interviews were used to collect data that is not directly observable

fromthe participants in a sample about their characteristics, experiences and opinions. This

helps to generalize the findings to a given population presented by the sample (Borg and
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, 1989).Two sets of questionnaires were constructed for purposes of collecting data.

meofthequestions in the questionnaires were open-ended while others were close-ended.

e questionnaires(appendices B, C and D) were the primary sources of data collection in
\

e mainstudy. The main purpose of using the questionnaire was because of their cost-

effectivenessin collecting adequate information from the head teachers, newly appointed

teachersand heads of departments within a reasonable short time over a wider geographical

area,since the responses are presented in paper format there was no opportunity for

interviewerbias and also their confidentiality was upheld. The aim was to uncover the head

teachers,newly appointed teachers' and heads of departments' and heads of departments'

views,values, perceptions, feelings and actions concerning their role in the management

practicesof induction for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools.

Thequestionnaires were developed and piloted. The questions were both open-ended and

close-ended.The open-ended questions were used to collect qualitative data while close-

endedquestions elicited specific information that was required. The questions were based on

thethemesidentified from the interviews, and questionnaires responses which emerged from

thepilot study. The questions were based on the themes identified from the interviews, and

questionnairesresponses which emerged from the pilot. study. The questionnaires consisted

of 15to 16 items about the management practices of induction for newly appointed teachers

insecondaryschools.
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InterviewSchedule

Interviewsalso gave opportunities for soliciting slightly more details than the questionnaires.

36head teachers and 136 newly appointed teachers were interviewed to determine their
\

'--
viewsregarding the management practices of induction for newly appointed teachers. The

researcherprepared interview schedules to assist in the interviews. Interviews helped to

followup the respondents' answers in order to obtain more information and to clarify vague

statementsmade by respondents. The subjects, who are the head teachers and the newly

appointedteachers, were interviewed at the time of collecting the completed questionnaires.

3.6.1 Head Teacher Questionnaire (HTQ)

Thisquestionnaire was used to collect data on the methods used by mentors in administering

induction for NATs and areas covered by induction programs for NATs. The schools'

policiesand objectives of induction for NATs, difficulties experienced by mentors while

offeringinduction, the views of mentors on the importance of induction, and how it can be

improved to meet the school objectives on induction, and other teachers involved in

inductionand mentor's views over their involvement, was considered.

3.6.2 Head of Department Questionnaire (HODQ}

Thisquestionnaire was used to collect data on the methods used by mentors in administering

induction for NATs and areas covered by induction programs for NATs. The schools'

policies and objectives of induction for' NATs, difficulties experienced by mentors while

offeringinduction, the views of mentors on the importance of induction, and how it can be
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ved to meet the school objectives on induction, and other teachers involved In

'onandmentor's views over their involvement, was considered.

ewlyAppointed Teachers Questionnaire (NATsQ)

questionnairewas used to collect data on NATs' views on the kind of induction are

offered,the organization of induction in their schools, the teachers involved, the areas

by the induction, their expectations and needs in the schools, the difficulties or

lemsthey face and how induction is assisting them to settle the problems and they how

thinkinduction should be reviewed for better coverage of their needs.

InterviewSchedule for Head Teachers

interviewswere not alternatives to the questionnaires, but were used for the purposes of

Iishingrapport with the respondents in order to gauge the reliability of the responses

had made in the questionnaires. Interviews were relevant for this study because of the

were flexible; this is because there were no-pre-defined questions. This allowed the

an issue and the researcher therefore gathered a lot of

respondents felt part of the study SInce no rigidity was displayed and they freely

interviewer to be responsive to individual differences and situational

characteristics.
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wasusedto remove the ambiguities, inconsistencies and weaknesses in the instruments

CollectionProcedures

'onto carry out the research in the schools in the three districts was obtained from the

Council for Science and Technology. The researcher visited all schools to

. e himself.This was done one month before the study was undertaken to ensure that,

head teachers,heads of departments and newly appointed teachers were made aware of

study earlier before the commencement of the actual research. The researcher

.. eredquestionnaires to a total of 36 heads of departments and 136 newly appointed

. The researcher also conducted interviews with 36 head teachers in their offices

interviewswith 136 newly appointed teachers were conducted under trees in order to

interruptionsand for confidentiality of the informati~n the respondents were providing.

titativedata from questionnaires was analyzed by use of descriptive statistics in form of

encycounts, percentages and means. Qualitative data was analyzed by use of content

ysis.This is a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from the text

the contextsof their use. Texts here refers to data materials which are intended to be read,

retedand understood by people other than the researcher.

data was analyzed using various methods of content analysis III accordance to the
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~ectiveone, to find out the induction needs of newly appointed teachers in secondary

ools.The data in response to this objective were analyzed by counting concepts, words or

occurrencein documents and reporting them in tabular form.

Objectivetwo, assessment of the management practices of induction for newly appointed

teachersin secondary schools. Data responses to this objective were analyzed through

trapolationswhereby trends, patterns and differences were established.

Objectivethree, assessment of the perception of newly appointed teachers on management of

inductionin secondary schools were analyzed using indices such grouping the responses

accordingto their relationships, frequencies of occurrence and number of favorable and

unfavorableitems. In this approach the linkages and relationships between concepts and

categorieswere established examining their strength and direction, thus how strongly they

wereassociated and whether the association was positive or negative.

Objective four, the challenges faced in the process of induction and copmg strategies

employedby the school administration were analyzed using the standards form of analysis

where evaluations and judgments were made on the challenges and coping strategies

employedby school administration.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

\

sectionpresents results and discussion of the findings of the study under the following

themesbased on the objectives of the study:
{

InductionNeeds of Newly Appointed Teachers in Secondary Schools.

ManagementPractices of Induction for Newly Appointed Teachers as conducted in

SecondarySchools.

ill) Perception of Newly Appointed Teachers on management practices of induction in

secondaryschools.

iv) Challenges faced in the process of induction and coping strategies employed by the

schooladministration.

researcherdistributed 36 questionnaires to Head Teachers, 36 questionnaires to Heads of

Departmentsand 136 questionnaires to Newly Appointed Teachers. The return rate of

.2Induction Needs for Newly Appointed Teachers in Secondary School

Theresearchquestion responded to was: What are the induction needs of newly appointed

teachersin secondary schools? The respondents were asked to rate the induction needs by the

newlyappointedteachers in secondary schools, their responses were as shown in Table 4.1.
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ctionNeeds of Newly Appointed Teachers. Head Teachers (n = 36), Heads of

ents (n = 36), and Newly Appointed Teachers (n = 136).

HT HOlt NATs

f 0/0 f 0/0 f 0/0

wledgeof school objectives and policies 36 100 36 100 136 100

wledgeof school curriculum and facilities

36 100 36 100 136 100

36 100 36 100 136 100

36 100 34 94 100 74

position, duties,

responsibilitiesand rights of a teacher 32 89 36 100 100 74

Guidanceon social life, standards and norms 27 75 21 58 92 68

36 100 12 33 93 68

Theschool's external environment 21 58 11 31 75 55

TheprovisionsofT.S.C code of regulations 18 50 9 25 63 46

Y:HT= Head Teachers, HODs =Heads of Departments,

NATs = Newly Appointed Teachers.

FromTable 4.1,it can be observed that knowledge of school objectives and policies as an

inductionneed of beginning teachers was indicated by all (100%) head teachers, all 36

(100%) heads of departments and all 36 (100%) newly appointed teachers. Knowledge of

schoolcurriculum and facilities available as an induction need of beginning teachers was
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byall36 100%) heads of departments and all 36 (100%) newly appointed teachers.

provisionin education as an induction need was also indicated by all 36 (100%) head

all36 (100%) heads of departments and all 36 (100%) newly appointed teachers.
\

managementas an induction need was indicated by all (100%) headteachers, majority

%) of heads of departments and most 100 (74%) of the newly appointed teachers.

ioaal expectations, position, duties, responsibilities and rights of a teacher as

. n needs were indicated by most 32 (89%) head teachers, all 36 (100%) heads of

entsand some 98 (72%) newly appointed teachers. Guidance on social life, standards

JmIIlS were indicated by 27(75%) head teachers, 21(58%) heads of departments and

~newlyappointed teachers. Support staff and their roles in the schools were indicated

inductionneed by all (100%) head teachers, 12(33%) heads of departments and 93

~newlyappointed teachers. The school's external environment as an induction need

indicatedby some 21 (58%) head teachers, 11 (31%) h~ads of departments and 75 (55%)

appointed teachers. The provisions of Teachers Service Commission code of

'ODS as an induction need was indicated by half 18 (50%) of head teachers, 9 (25%)

ofdepartmentsand 63 (46%) newly appointed teachers.

responseson the induction needs for newly appointed teachers in Table 4.1, show that

needs a lot of information that cannot be given at the initial orientation stage as

a (2010) noted that induction exposes the beginning teachers to the realities of life

thattheybecome aware on how to handle school facilities, handling of pupils and time

ement.He further noted that adequate time and resources should be spent in induction

alhanceperformance through workshops, seminars and in-service courses.
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get allthe required information adequately, there is need for a systematic comprehensive

tionwhichhas time plan and which tackle each issue on its own with a follow up after a

'fledtime,This concurred with the observations by Castette (1981) that NATs should be
\

ofspecificexpectations of their roles, customs associated with the 'roles, rules that affect

'tionperformance, and the degree of autonomy permissible in fulfilling the role. These

thekindsof information needed by individuals to enable them to fit easily and promptly

the work pattern relating to their positions. As one of the newly appointed teacher

entsduring interviews;

"I believe that as a beginning teacher there should be support in place at
various levels. For example, as an English teacher what I am receiving
now in terms of support, is support from my head teacher, support
from my head of department, and support from within the school.
I do have very little support outside of the school especially from the
District Quality Assurance Office. I think we as new teachers in
different secondary schools should have different level of support based
on the needs of the school and the needs of the beginning teachers.
I think needs vary depending on school and the area and the types of
students you are engaging with. I just think maybe a team that deals
with the subject areas that we deal with here should be making visits
to our schools in order to induct us on the realities of teaching our
various subject areas and about other things that come along with
a new school".

All 36 (100%) respondents regarded knowledge of school objectives and policies as very

necessaryto enable newly appointed teachers to understand their schools' systems of

operation.This finding is in agreement with Meinster (1987) who found out that new teacher

needsto be adequately prepared before they begin teaching. It therefore meant that regular

contactis needed with administrators in order to inform novice teachers of their new school

expectationsand this would successfully orient them into the culture of the school, (Herald,

2004).This finding also concurred with Dove (1986) that administrators needed to nurture
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Ip their teachers develop and assist with the transition from teacher education

intothe culture of the school.

hundredand eight (100%) respondents noted that guidance on the school curriculum

facilitiesavailable was much needed by Newly Appointed Teachers. The respondents

anonymousthat the school curriculum and facilities such as; furniture, textbooks, home

equipment, laboratory apparatus and resources rooms are of utmost importance.

resourcesare absolutely necessary in enhancing the teaching/learning process. This

. g is incongruent with those of Cole, et al (1995) who noted that beginning teachers as

beenforced to put up with ill equipped classrooms and sometimes forced to collect

twohundred and eight (100%) respondents agreed .that Legal provision in education

'ch would enable Newly Appointed Teachers to professionally execute their duties

withoutmakingmistakes was a need for induction. This is in agreement with Dinham (1992),

whobelievesthat beginning teachers need information on school policies and procedures,

Jassroommanagement and preparations, pupil's assessment and professional development

andcareer.During interviews with head teachers, they noted that newly appointed teachers

must be inducted on ethics to ascertain that they do not pollute the young minds they are

teachingas this is the core value of education. This finding is in agreement with Cole, et al,

(1995)who maintained that beginning teachers need to know what is expected of them in

termsof their classroom performance, their functioning as staff, and the kinds of support to

expectand not to expect. They need to know whose expectations they have to meet.
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. g teachers also need to be given a clear and comfortable understanding of the

'onprocess and where they stand in the process. The head teachers noted that they

to curb bad behaviors such as engaging in sexual harassment, using obscene and

'velanguage,fighting a colleague and appearing drunk in school. c..

head teachers further explained that legal provrsion was an important need as the

. . g teachers need to understand the Teachers Service Commission code of regulation

mustbe inducted on the following areas;

Relevant legislation pertaining to accidents in schools such as injury of students

during sports and games, explosions in laboratories during experiments and food

poisomng.

ii) LegalIssues pertaining to terms and conditions of employment of a teacher.

ill) Children and Young Persons Act of 2001 that explains means of maintaining

discipline in schools.

One hundred and seventy (82%) of all respondents noted that time management was an

iDductionneed. During interviews with head teachers and newly appointed teachers, they

notedthat time dictates all activities carried out in both curriculum activities. They further

DOted that lesson plans and schemes of work could not be followed if time management was

DOt givenpriority. This finding concurs with Feiman-Nemser (2003) who observed that in

day-to-daylife of schools, time plays the most challenging circumstances.

One hundred and sixty six (80%) of all respondents noted that professional expectation,

positions,duties, responsibilities and rights of a teacher are essential needs for induction to
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yappointedteachers. This need was very important as the newly appointed teachers

beassistedto know the nature and demands of their jobs and what are required of

enablethem to be promoted to the next job group. This was seen by head teachers
\

JDterviewsas a motivating factor to the newly appointed teachers.

and forty (67%) of all the respondents indicated that Guidance on social life,

andnorms were important induction needs for newly appointed teachers. Novice

need a lot of guidance on their social lives in order not to know how to control

es in their free world after college life. The respondents also noted that most of the

appointedteachers get infected by HIV /AIDS in their new environments if they are

n inducted on how to embrace self-discipline and control. Guidane on social life

alsohelp in promoting responsible teachers who could be trusted with the learners

thatthenewly appointed teachers were young men and women and were being put in-

of the youth who are at adolescent stage and would easily confuse the newly

tedteacherswithout considering the impact of their action.

hundredand forty (67%) of all respondents also noted that information on Support staff

theirroles in the schools was also an induction need to enable newly appointed teachers

w whomto approach in case they would require their services. Professional concerns

as classroom management, instructional concerns, and concerns about roles and

ibilitiesare usually given first focus in induction support, but personal concerns such

If-doubts,managing relationships, coping with reality shock and balancing home and

I demandsmust be given due focus. The diverse needs of the doers, the jugglers, the
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and the performers indicated in this study point to the logic of individualizing and

.. gbeginning teacher support (Austin, 1998).

edand nine (52%) of all respondents indicated that the knowledge on the school's

environmentwas also an essential induction need. The respondents noted that the

of the people around the school neighborhood include their economic lifestyle,

ity relationship with the school, whether it is cordial or harsh and where to rent a

All these play important roles to assist the beginning teacher to familiarize with the

I environment and further assist the beginning teacher to settle down and begin

. g immediatelyas noted by Bennett and Martin (1980).

(43%) of all respondents indicated that the provisions of Teachers Service

issioncode of regulations was an induction need of the newly appointed teachers. This

agreementwith Tottedel, Michael, Jones, Cath, Bubb, Sara, Ruth and Heibrum (2002)

believethat induction should be done to assist the new teacher professionally. However

head teachers and heads of departments score below 40%. This was because of the

tionthat the newly appointed teacher would read the available literature on the code of

ions and acquaint themselves with the information. However, Teachers Service

issioncode of regulations is very important document that needs to be well explained

thenewly appointed teachers before they settle in the teaching profession. The beginning

i) Relevant regulations pertaining to school counseling.

ii) Children Act of 2001 that stipulates management of children's discipline by use of

other means such as counseling and reward other than corporal punishment.
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Legalissues pertaining to accidents in schools such as fire out breaks, landslides,

injuryof pupils during sports and games, heavy rainstorms, explosions in

laboratoriesduring experiments and food poisoning.
l

Legalissues pertaining to conditions and terms of employment of-a teacher and

supportstaff. The beginning teacher need to know recruitment processes, transfers,

termination,sacking and summary dismissal.

Legalrights of worker such as types of leaves; maternity leave, sick leave, study

leaveand special leave.

Iheabovelegislations may at one stage affect the teacher directly or indirectly, thus, it is

t to induct the beginning teachers oh the Teachers Service Commission code of

ions.This clearly explains that the knowledge of code of regulations as an induction

of the beginning teachers is not taken seriously regardless of its importance to the

studyestablished during interviews with all (100%) head teachers that newly appointed

hersdo have needs that the schools could not be able to fulfill. On their part, head

herspointedthat the newly appointed teachers should know that it is normal if:

They are going through a transition from a student to a professional teacher.

Transitionsare often difficult and stressful, but part of the learning process.

ii) Theymay be adjusting to be away from family and friends

iii) Theymay not be able to achieve all their expectations

iv) Theirworkload may seem overwhelming
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Theyneed to find a balance between personal needs and professional expectations in

orderto stay well.

findingson the induction needs concurs with the findings of Mazimbuko (1995), Indoshi

3) andSimatwa (2010). However the present study went into details of assessing how

managementof induction for newly appointed teachers meets the needs of NATs which

notdone by the reviewed literature mentioned above. The present study in this theme,

fore,investigated the needs of newly appointed teachers in form of school policies, time

gement,professional ethics, professional support programs, teaching/learning resources

culturethrough the induction programs before they commence teaching in secondary

dools inKisumu East and West Districts.

4.3Management Practices of Induction in Secondary Schools

Theresearchquestion responded to was: How are the management practices of induction for

conducted in secondary schools? The respondents views were
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ed to Induct Newly Appointed Teachers. Head Teachers (n =36), Heads of

ts(0 =36) and Newly Appointed Teachers (n = 136)

oMethods HT HOD NATs'

f % f % f %

36 100 36 100 136 100

36 100 36 100 95 70

8 22 34 94 94 60

5 14 6 17 68 50

2 6 5 14 0 0

ofHandBook Guidance 0 0 2 6 0 0

:HT=Head Teachers, HODs =Heads of Departments,
NATs= Newly Appointed Teachers.

Table4.2, it can be observed that all 36 (100%) head teachers, all 36 (100%) heads of

entsand all 136 (100%) newly appointed teachers reported that their schools had

orientationas a major method for inducting newly appointed teachers. All (100%) head

,all (100%) heads of departments and 95 (70%) newly appointed teachers noted that

schoolshad used information guidance to induct newly appointed teachers. Eight (22%)

teachers,34 (94%) heads of departments and 94 (60%) newly appointed teachers

thatmentoring was used in their schools to induct newly appointed teachers in their

Is.Five (14%) head teachers, 6 (17%) heads of departments and 68 (50%) newly

intedteachers explained that their schools used workshops and seminars as methods of
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'onduring induction for newly appointed teachers. 2 (6%) head teachers and 5 (14%)

ofdepartments reported the use of classroom observation as methods used during

'onfor newly appointed teachers. Only 2 (6%) head of departments reported that their

Isusedhand book guidance during induction for newly appointed teachers.

Table4.2, it can be observed that all 36 (100%) secondary schools do use orientation as

methodof inducting Newly Appointed Teachers, this was also revealed during interviews

. NATs,that it was conducted on the first day of arrival of the NATs. Head Teachers also

urredwith Newly Appointed Teachers that secondary school orientation for NATs is a

u-day practice designed to welcome new teachers into the schools and that orientation

ionaddress issues such as instruction, human resources, parent-teacher, student-teacher

relationships,classroom management, and student- support services. Principals, mentors, and

beginningteachers themselves need to be aware that time, the simple reassuring sense of

mentorbeing there, supporting school structures, adequate mentor training, clear role

definition,and the selection of mentors by mentees may be factors enhancing mentor-mentee

relationships.Hurling-Austin (1992) and Dinham (1992) .adds that beginning teachers need

processes that recognize their status as novice working towards

proficiency.

Thefindingon orientation is in agreement with Dinham (1992) who suggested that beginning

teachersneed meetings and workshops and the school principals need to have a degree of

involvementin the induction processes and give the beginning teacher both formal and

informal measures of support. Similarly NATs should be aware that intervening
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ibilities,time constraints, differences in beliefs, deficiency in mentor skills, lack of

mentor-menteemismatch could impair mentoring effectiveness.

ienalsupport programs are necessary to enhance effective teaching though not taken

y by the administrators in secondary schools. This finding is in agreement with

(1987)who found out that new teachers are not adequately prepared before they

teaching.Mentor programs cannot be left to chance and must be formalized and

Schoolsmust attempt to provide the mentor and mentee with shared preparation

Principalsshould consider matching beginning teachers and mentors who are in the

grade,discipline, and share somewhat similar ideologies.

fromorientation, most (80%) of all respondents noted that secondary schools use

ationguidance. This was also established during interviews that veteran teachers were

edby the school administration to offer any relevant information to NATs whenever

ATs asked for assistance. In this case information guidance was offered to NATs

dly and only information they requested for was given to them. This approach to

rmationguidance method of induction depends only on the will of NATs and do only

on the extrovert NATs who are outgoing and willing to ask questions.

able 4.2, also reveals that some (65%) of all respondents indicated that secondary schools

use MentoringMethod of induction. Mentoring program is supposed to be a formalized

partnershipbetween an experienced teacher and a teacher new to the profession in which the

experiencedteacher is trained to guide and support the beginning teacher during hislher
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· phase of teaching. The study established during interviews that the experienced

herswho were used as mentors in secondary schools were heads of departments who

k onlyone week to offer assistance to the beginning teachers after which the new teachers
\

left to either find more information on their own or to consult ~ny teacher in the

undo

Thisfindingreveals that the mentoring offered in secondary schools are not systematically

plannedas they have no time tables, topics to be captured by mentors, goals to be achieved

md waysof appraisals to establish their effectiveness. The suggestion from the findings of

thestudy is that novice value the expertise of exemplary, experienced teachers. Those

beginning teachers who were fortunate enough to have the guidance of coop-teachers whom

theyfeltsecure and comfortable, and whom they saw as role models, entered teaching feeling

moreconfident and more open to reflective teaching behaviors. Student teaching should have

abi-levelagenda, the first consisting of the how-tos of teaching and the second, more vital,

thedevelopment of reflective teaching behaviors. Careful consideration should then be given

byMOEST and the schools as to how best to meet this bi-level agenda (Sheal, 1994).

Workshopsand Seminars as a method of inducting NATs were indicated by only 37% of the

respondents.The absence of workshops shows how the induction practices in secondary

schoolswere not comprehensive enough to settle beginning teachers since during the

workshops,Guest speakers are invited from the District Education Officer's Office and

experiencedteachers from other secondary schools so that beginning teachers' are able to

hear an independent view of what the realities of teaching are and details on classroom
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ent,human resources and student-teacher relations as explained by experienced

inthefield of education.

\

9%ofthe respondents noted that; Hand Books are important induction- materials that

sedto enable the new teachers to understand various issues which might not have

clearlyexplained either by the head teachers or by the heads of the departments.

school hand books contain the school history, geographical location and its

. g environment, the curriculum, culture, routine, rules and regulations, motto,

andmission statements. Thus the school hand-book is supposed to be a summary of

is captured during induction for newly appointed teachers. The absence of such an

t document leaves a loophole on the continuity and consistency of induction for

. g teachers in secondary schools (Austin, 1998). In this case the new teachers do not

areasof reference during the induction periods and even, after the period.

mObservations as a method of induction is also not in use in secondary schools. The

Iyappointedteachers are usually left to swim and sink in their classes once they had been

thoseclassrooms and the subjects they were to teach in such classrooms. Classroom

ationas a method of induction serves two important purposes both to the new teacher

to the school administration; for one it enables the new teacher build confidence in

bingas the school mentor observing the new teacher to help explain the points given by

teacherduring the lesson. Also it will serve as a feedback to the school administration

III theunderstanding of the new teacher on the issues pointed to himlher during orientation
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absenceof a well-organized induction programs in secondary schools with only

'on as the major method of induction used, it emerged that majority of newly

teachersreceived a lot of informal induction from veteran teachers in their schools.
<:

infonnalinduction therefore was an emerging issue on this study but was vital for

. ingthe induction practices for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools.

teachersand heads of departments were further asked to explain the stages of induction

that was followed in their schools. All (100%) head teachers and heads of

ents noted that their schools conduct orientation for NATs as they report in the

Is.In all schools the new teachers after having been interviewed and given letters of

intmentsreports to the head teacher's office where they are made to sign the visitors'

ents,school routines, school policies and procedures. The new teachers are then taken

thestaffroomwhere they are introduced to the teaching staff. According to some (60%)

teachersthey are handed over to their respective heads of departments, while the other

WIo)headteachers do hand them over to the deputy head teachers for further guidance.

The newteachers are then given orientation by touring the school, introduced to support

Itaff, students and other facilities before being taken back to either deputy head teacher's

officeor head of department's office for further orientation. In either of the office the new

hersare given orientation on professional development procedures, calendar of events for

theschool,supervision, other teachers in his/her departments, resources of the school, the

classesand lessons that the new teacher will teach and professional information. Lastly the
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. g teachersare taken to the assembly to be introduced officially which is done by the

<:

studyfurther established that some (7%) were assigrnng mentors to NATs after

'onand that the mentors were supposed to offer more guidance to the NATs for one

Accordingto the schools, mentors were to keep keen interest on the NATs classroom

ent,assist them whenever they are in need of some resources and advise them on

relationswithin and around the school. The above revelation by the head teachers

headsof departments were also confirmed by all NATs as to how the orientation was

forthemwhen they first reported in their schools.

therevelations above, the schools do not know how to phase their induction practices

thatthey confuse between the methods they use with the induction phases. Such

'onshows lack of skills on the part of the head teachers and heads of departments and

lack of blue print guideline from either the Teachers Service Commission or from the

of Education Science and Technology. This is in agreement with Kamwengo

), in his study done in Zambia, where it was revealed that school managers do not

. e inductionprograms for beginning teachers despite their deficiencies.

studyestablished from the above revelations that there are no comprehensive induction

icesNATs in secondary schools since there were no induction time schedules, no

of induction services offered, no induction manuals that are referred to for guidance

inductionperiods and no appraisal schedule used after every stage of induction for
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s.Most(80%) secondary schools however are confusing orientation for induction and

edthatonce a NAT has been given orientation on day one of their reporting, then that

enoughto enable them settle and be effective in their classrooms. All (100%) NATs on

part confirmed that they never received induction in phases and those that they only

. edwas a one day orientation at their various District Education Headquarters through

variousDistrict Staffing Officers. They later received a one day orientation from their

Is offeredby their head teachers or heads of department depending on the organizations

head teachers and heads of departments were asked to give the methods of appraisals

duringthe induction for newly appointed teachers, their responses were as shown on
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of Appraisals used during Induction for Newly Appointed Teachers.

eachers(n = 36), and Heads of Departments (n = 36).

Methods HT HaD

f % f %

onthestudents books against 32 89 36 100

30 83 36 100

onrecords of work covered and interviews

27 75 36 100

observationto see the behavioral changes

25 69 24 67

. ontheNATs' ability to meet the set targets 25 69 24 67

onetalkbetween head teacher and NATs' 20 56 15 42

HT= HeadTeachers, HODs =Heads of Departments.

beobservedfrom Table 4.3, checking on the students books against schemes of work

Dticatedby most 32 (89%) head teachers and all 36 (100%) heads of departments;

. g onrecords of work covered and Interviews with students was indicated by most 30

[headteachers and all (100%); Informal observation to see the behavioral changes on

learnerswas indicated by some 27(75%) head teachers and all 36 (100%) heads of

ents;Checking on the NATs' ability to meet the set targets was indicated by some 25

) headteachers and some 24 (67%) heads of departments; One on one talk between

teacherand NATs was indicated by some 20 (56%) head teachers and a few 15 (42%)
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ofdepartments.The respondents' total mean response was above 40%. This shows that

inductionappraisals were taking place in secondary schools.

six(100%)head teachers noted that they do not conduct formal appraisal and that they

any out assessments secretly without the knowledge of the NATs. As can be observed

Table10, the appraisals done are secretive and the newly appointed teachers in most

arenot in the picture that they were being appraised. It was only some 20 (56%) head

anda few 15 (42%) heads of departments that indicated that they do have interviews

newlyappointed teachers on a one on one basis which enables the beginning teachers to

d their weaknesses and strength and enables them to adjust to the school policies

itsrequirements.The revelation from Table 4.3 shows minimal contact between the head

er and the NATs and also minimal relations with the heads of departments after

tation.It also shows a poor method of appraisal where by schools are appraising the

Tssecretlyand not giving them room to understand their failures or where they go wrong.

ce of formal appraisal was also reported by all (100%) newly appointed teachers

. g interviewsas one of them observed

"I need professional feedback, and more than just
the perfunctory observations. I would like some informal
discussion with the head teacher, a little more than just
"How is it going?" I like the autonomy, but every once in a
while, particularly with being away from the main
building. I feel like the parking lot because things
happen there and I only hear about them later.
Definitely anything that is constructive, just some
conservation, official techniques, "have you used

this, what's working?" would be good"
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T reported that she would like more and open administrative support and

"I wantmore interviews from the administration.
Thisyear unless there has been a staff meeting
wedon't talk. I want more assessments which
areopen to enable me gauge whether I am
doingthe correct things as expected by the
schoolor not so as to change my ways of performance".

testimoniesconcerning the appraisals in secondary schools show however that the

phaseof induction was never implemented in secondary schools during induction

s.Theteachers in the study view praise and well-being in their first year of service.

possible, principals, Heads of Department and experienced teachers should

specificprofessional accomplishments of beginning teachers (Rebore, 1998). The

of suchomission is that NAT were unable to know whether their teaching styles

totheschools' required standards or not. NATs were also not sure ofthe reports that

being communicated to their employer, in this case Teachers Service Commission

to teach in accordance to the Teachers Service Commission's

studyhas therefore observed that the heads of departments in secondary schools on

of the head teachers should playa key role in providing and coordinating appraisals

ughoutthe NATs' induction program. Where more than one head of department is

olvedin providing support or assessment,' individual responsibilities should be clearly

~ified and agreed at the beginning of the induction period. All parties with a role should

havecleararrangements for sharing information so that monitoring and assessment is based
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from the NAT's teaching and professional development

etai,2002).

tionmentor will, on behalf of the head teacher play a key role in providing and

. g assessment throughout the NAT's induction practice. Where more than one

departmentis involved in providing support or assessment, individual responsibilities

be clearlyspecified and agreed on at the beginning of the induction period. All parties

roleshould have clear arrangements for sharing information so that monitoring and

entis based on, and informed by, evidence from the NAT's teaching and professional

ment.The third formal assessment meeting is also the final end of induction period

ent, and will form the basis of the head teacher's recommendation to the Teachers

Commissionas to whether the NAT, having completed the period, has or has not met

formalassessment meeting should be informed by written reports from at least two

ationsof the NATs' teaching and two progress review meetings that have taken place

dwingthe preceding assessment period as was maintained by Feiman-Nemser, (2003). This

evidenceshould emerge from the NAT's everyday work as a teacher and from their induction

program.Judgments made during the induction period should relate directly to the standards

fortheaward of Teachers Service Commission. NATs should be kept up-to-date so that they

areawareof how the induction tutor sees their progress. Induction mentors must ensure they

telltheNAT during the assessment record and sent by the by the head teacher to the Teacher

ServiceCommission. Mentors should also invite NATs to add their comments to the

assessmentreport.
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nt study in this theme differed with Mazimbuko (1998) and Kamwengo in that

oonlymentioned that there is no formal and comprehensive induction in schools

Africabut did not establish whether there are other practices of induction were in
I

"-IKihowsuch practices were managed in secondary schools. Kamwengo (1995) on the

hand revealed that education managers in Zambia have deficiencies in various skills

forthe management of induction but has not shown whether such head teachers do

The present study went further to examine how

. n programs for newly appointed teachers are managed in secondary schools in

uEastand West Districts.

fn'ception of Newly Appointed Teachers on Management Practices of Induction in

researchquestion responded to was: How do newly appointed teachers perceived the

ementpractices of induction in secondary schools? The responses to this research

'onwereas shown in Table 4.4.
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D ofNewly Appointed Teachers on Induction. Newly Appointed

'--Mean Rating

NATs

novice teachers to settle quickly III their new

4.7

'oncoversmany needs of novice teachers 4.5

'onexposesthe novice teachers to the rigors of teaching 4.3

'on helps the novice teachers to familiarize with the school

nmentand enhances performance 4.1

'onhelps to build confidence of the novice teachers 4.0

:NATs= Newly Appointed Teachers.

canbeobserved from Table 4.4, induction helps novice teachers to settle quickly in their

environmentas was rated highly by mean rating of 4.7 newly appointed teachers who

that induction helps novice teachers to settle quickly in their new environment.

ly,all (100%) induction covers many needs of novice teachers as was rated 4.7 by head

hersand 4.5 by newly appointed teachers who indicated that induction covers many

aeeds of novice teachers. Induction exposes the novice teachers to the rigors of teaching as

was rated4.2 by head teachers and 4.3 by newly appointed teachers. Induction helps the

DOviceteachers to familiarize with the school environment and enhances performance as was

rated 4.2by head teachers and 4.1 by newly appointed teachers, and finally induction helps to
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ceof the novice teachers as was rated 3.9 by head teachers and 4.0 by newly

interview with one of the newly appointed teachers, he underscored the

of induction. He emphasized the need for induction practices as it provided a

foranovice teacher. The same teacher added that;

"Asa new teacher I had the opportunity to gain
knowledgein classroom management and resources
andthings that otherwise I would not have three days".

teachersare concerned about doing the professional job well and being competent

'veteachers.This is translated into concerns with their classroom organization and

t skills; concerns about discipline and class control, about student motivation,

theteaching skills and competencies that best serve to improve students' academic

e. With competent management and instructional skills; accompanied by the

asinceredesire to facilitate effective student learning, beginning teachers feel that

d have no other major concerns. They are therefore not overly concerned about

rewardsof the job. Administration, working conditions, and interpersonal related

alsonon-concerns with them. Beginning teachers, in this viewpoint believe in the

ofwhattheydo as teachers, and they find teaching to be a meaningful job.

that induction helps novice teachers to settle quickly in their new

ent can be supported by Tickle, (1994.) who established that the objective of an

inductionprogram is to assist newcomers to adapt rapidly in their new work

entandto help them become effective in their new jobs as quickly as possible.
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perceptionthat induction covers many needs of beginning teachers was also reported by

aewlyappointed teachers. During interviews, the respondents indicated some of the needs

newlyappointed teachers as: knowledge of the school policies, knowledge of school
\

icalum,knowledge on school facilities and on time management among other issues. The

. reasonfor induction according to the newly appointed teachers is to address their needs

orderto prevent them from suffering reality shock that normally attack new employees in

profession. This finding is in agreement with Feiman-Nemser (2003) who cited

oks,content appropriate for the pupils and time set for instructions as key areas that

torsshould induct the beginning teachers on.

Theperception that induction exposes the beginning teachers to the rigors of teaching

RpOrtedby many newly appointed teachers during interviews. They noted that induction

mtroducethem with the legal provision in education, professional ethics, staff and their role

lDongother vital information which they view for their performance as professionals. This is

inagreementwith Sheal (1994) who established that the objectives of effective induction

programsare to assist new comers to adapt rapidly in their new work environment and to

becomeeffective in their new job as quickly as possible.

Theperception that induction helps the beginning teachers to familiarize with the school

environmentand enhances performance was also considered important by many newly

appointedteachers. This finding concurs, with Austin (1998) who asserts that beginning

teachersneed summative evaluation processes that recognizes their status as novice and

workingtowards proficiency. This response points out that newly appointed teachers needs
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· izewith the school and its environment to facilitate interaction between the

teacherwith members of staff as well as the neighboring community.

<:

eptionthat induction helps to build confidence of the beginning teachers was also

by respondents who noted that induction do prepare the newly appointed teachers

gicallyin order not to panic when faced with realities of teaching was in agreement

otterdel,et al (2002) who believed that induction should be done by a mentor to assist

teacherpsychologically.

askedwhat the new teachers believe are the benefits of induction programs, they

edthat it gave them confidence. This is in agreement with Dinham (1992) who

that there is need to give our beginning teachers the best possible start in their

astheir input will be vital in on-going teaching service. As one responded that 'it

'himin dealing with specific situations, and that when he faced particular incidents he

onthe induction program and thought; 'ok! knew that'

newlyappointed teacher also under scored the importance of induction. He hailed

acedforinduction practice as it provided a foundation for a beginning teacher:

'It gets all new teachers off on the same foot.
They've heard it. I talked to other teachers at
the adjacent school and asked questions such
as were you introduced to the school officially
at the assembly? Were you told about the school
routine? And I learned that the same way I was
orientated is the same way other schools were doing it".

ofthenew teachers found that there was a lot of information given at orientation which

muchlonger time. As one ofthe NATs note;
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As a new teacher I had the opportunity
to gain knowledge in classroom management
and resources and things that otherwise I would
not have been aware of. I think this orientation
should take longer than the three days".

(60%)NATs reported that the first few months of the school being open were

elming for them. They indicated that induction would have helped them as new

particularly in terms of classroom management. As one of them noted;

"During the two days orientation, we did a lot more
on the curriculum than the classroom management
and each one is important. But as a beginning,
teacher, I would have liked classroom management
in September, again getting through another all-day
orientation" .

presentstudy in this theme assessed the perception of Newly Appointed Teachers on the

rtanceof induction in secondary schools, which was lacking from the related literature

ewed, In this case the reviewed literature did not focus on the feelings ofNATs about the

forinduction for newly appointed teachers in secondary schools which was examined
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• D of Newly Appointed Teachers on Induction Practices. Newly

Teachers (n = 136)

Mean Rating

NATs

practicedoes not capture the needs of newly appointed teachers 4.7

practicesare done in shortest time possible as no time schedule

theschoolprograms is allocated for induction 4.6

inductionin schools are haphazardly done since there are no

s and time table with topics to be covered 4.5

Ishave no blue prints on their policies, programs, culture and

s making hard for the new teachers to follow the induction

4.5

The headsof departments who are the mentors are often ill prepared

ilrtheexercise. 4.4

Mostof times newly appointed teachers are left alone and told to

CODSultwith other staff who are indifferent to assist 4.4

Inductionwas mainly an orientation as no other methods were used 4.1

Informationguide was offered only when novice teacher asked for

someinformation 4.1

KEY:NATs = Newly Appointed Teachers
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canbe observed from Table 4.5, the perception of newly appointed teachers on

gementpractices of induction varied from high to low mean rating. The mean ratings by

respondentswere: The practice does not capture the needs of newly appointed teachers
\

rated4.6 by head teachers and 4.7 by newly appointed teachers. The practices are done

shortesttime possible as no time schedule on the school programs is allocated for

ctionwas rated 4.5 by head teachers and 4.4 by newly appointed teachers; The induction

schoolsare haphazardly done since there are no programs and time table with topic to be

Qlveredwas rated 4.5 by head teachers and 4.5 by newly appointed teachers; Schools have

1M) blueprints on their policies, programs, culture and norms making hard for the new

.hers to follow the induction practices offered by schools was rated by 4.4 head teachers

and4.5 by newly appointed teacher; The heads of departments who are the mentors are often

illpreparedfor the exercise was rated 4.3 head teachers and 4.4 by head teachers and 4.3 by

newlyappointed teachers; Most of the times newly appointed teachers are left alone and told

toconsultwith other staff who are indifferent to assist was rated at 4.4 by head teachers and

4.4 bynewly appointed teachers; Induction was mainly an orientation as no other methods

wereused was rated 4.0 by head teachers and 4.1 by newly appointed teachers; Induction is

helpfulwhen well programmed; Information guide was offered only when novice teacher

askedfor some information was rated 3.9 by head teachers and 4.1 by newly appointed

teachers.

Thedata in Table 4.5 above concurs with the traditional practice where new teachers have

beenexpected to sink or swim with little support and guidance. The study also established

duringinterviews with the newly appointed teachers that overburdened principals charged
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IIpCrvisionand evaluation of all teachers, along with other responsibilities, has been

10 provide the intensive mentoring and oversight that a novice requires. This in

1withKamwengo (1959), in his study in Zambia, where it was revealed that school
\

donot organize induction programs for beginning teachers. In addition to the fact

Ibisleaves new teachers with little help, it has also meant that decisions about

'on and tenure of mentors in schools have been compromised because they are

onlittledata (Darling-Hammond, 1984). This concurs with the observation of another

appointedteacher who observed that the head teacher in her school was not offering

k~sherequired to enable her settle in her new school system as she noted;

"The school administrator is not helpful really. I don't see
her that much. She is too busy. It's just easier for me to
find somebody else because she is always got something
else to do"

findingis in agreement with Dinham (1992), who suggested that beginning teachers

meetingsand workshops and school Principals need to have a degree of involvement in

inductionprocess and give the beginning teacher both formal and informal measures of

rt.

askedabout support from the administrator, these beginning teachers revealed the

tofthe administrative support they desired and received to varying degrees, as some of

"I think they need to know that there's probably going to be
mistakes made. You know we need to go to them but they
are nowhere"
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~inagreement with Totterdel, et al (2002), who believes that induction should be done

mentorto assist the new teacher psychologically. It is therefore necessary for the mentor

veryclose with the beginning teacher to facilitate communication.

theabove observation many newly appointed teachers do not remain in the teaching

sion as they become discouraged and are unable to apply the pre-service teacher

. g and preparation methods into the classroom setting. This is in agreement with

ibuko(1998), in his study in South Africa, in which he found out that new teachers were

helminglyisolated in schools and there was little interaction between the new teachers

overwhelmingly isolated in schools and there was little interaction between the new

hersand other members of staff. Approximately one third of teachers that enter the

fessionleave within the first five years, and these figures are even higher within the more

dIaIlengingschools in remote areas (Darling-Hammond, 2003). The participants in this study

providedevidence to suggest that they recognize that as beginning teachers they need the

IIJlPOrt of the school administrators as they have offered examples of administrative support

*' varyingdegrees. However, it is important that the school administrator continually

IIppOrtsthe novice teachers.

Oneof the newly appointed teachers observed during interviews that the management

practiceof induction was poor in their school and only got an out-line of what the induction

should have covered to enable him settle as he noted that;
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"Orientation was quick; it was like a whirlwind I don't
knowhow many days it was but I got home and I was
like"Did I just get trained to teach an actual class?"
Therewere a lot of good things about it. It was kind of
likea quick "here you go". I definitely learned a lot of
thingsit was just fast, it was just so fast that I felt like a
lotof things were just an outline I wanted to know so
muchmore and I know they can't do it that many days.
I think the whole orientation thing being as fast as it is
andso much information in such a short period of time,
although it probably would be really hard to figure
outa different way. I walked away from that with
definitely some knowledge that ---more kind of the
head spinning and then I thought oh my God what am
I going to do now? Or I need to read that which we
went over today? Because we just went over it so fast
and I don't have an idea what they're saying".

observationby a newly appointed teacher during interviews was that;

"Though a lot, I felt it was way too fast, too much
information in one day to get into and be teaching
by the next week. Way too much information to
take in and feel like I was confident to do the job.
It was a lot of information, a lot of guidelines and
procedures and many things to take in and so one
day to me was not enough to be confident to do the
job and to feel like I could do what I needed to do".

newlyappointed teacher expressed a disappointment with the way the school mentor

pay thenecessary attention he needed during the induction period as,

"I have a mentor I had one mentor initially during
first term and I did not have a good experience
with that mentor and I wasn't learning anything.
We would meet for may be five minutes and our
discussions were nothing to do the things that I
really needed to learn and so I requested another
mentor. I really think that my preference would
be to have a mentor. I really think that my
preference would be to have a mentor who was
available to me on a daily basis or weekly basis to
come and meet with me that way we could
spend time. I think that would be more beneficial
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for me. To have that one on one "I'm going to
meet you let's talk about this, I need to see you".

interviewsthe newly appointed teachers expressed their disappointment not only with

torsand their induction process, but also how they were left without direction on who
-;:

twhenthey required some materials as a physics teacher expressed below;

"As a physics teacher the problem is that I encountered
when I came in is just not having access to the things
that I needed to be able to give my students the
opportunity to learn different pieces of materials,
resources, equipment and things like that. So I felt
that like if these things were in place or if I had a
proper ------and knew exactly who to contact --------
just someone to guide me--------. "This what you need
to do. If you don't have this, if you don't have this
resource or material there's a contact person," so that
I have been teaching now this is second term and I
have just received quite a few of the resources that I
needed and we are already halfway into the term.
Ijust received the things that I really needed
yesterday and a few pieces a couple of weeks ago".

rehensive Induction Programs are designed to address the roots of teachers'

isfaction by providing teachers with the supports and tools they need for success-by

. g their work, further developing their skills to handle the full range of their

nsibilities, and evaluating their performance during the first few years of teaching

·ck Digest, 2004). The NATs therefore described what they believes should be the

esofnew teacher induction as follows;

'I'd like a little more (than three day orientation)
one term's worth. There was never enough time
for questions. It would also be 'god if we had a three
days or a two day training after the first year where
they asked us "What happened?"
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ernoted that "There should be more training in the beginning, more orientation

that the new teacher orientation was supposed to give a lot of

iewsoffered data that orientation is provided to new teachers within the secondary

.Inthis study, all of the newly appointed teachers had attended the orientation. When

ibingtheir experiences with orientation, the participants made specific comments that

ed their anxiety with the length of time that the orientation lasted. There were

nalitiesamong the participants in terms of their perceptions of new teacher induction

describingtheir experiences with orientation, the participants made specific comments

illustratedtheir anxiety with the length of time that the orientation lasted. There were

onalitiesamong the participants in terms of their perceptions of new teacher induction

iaIlyorientation.The length and timing of the orientation process were mentioned by all

participants.The teachers stated that there was a lot of information given at orientation.

majorityof the frustrations described by the teachers are directly related to the timing of

tation.As noted by several new teachers, the orientation process was too fast and left

ofthenew teachers feeling inadequately prepared for their role as classroom teachers.

iewdata indicated that all of the newly appointed teachers had received a school based

tation.Typically either the school administrators or heads of departments gives new

hersa school based orientation at the school. This school based orientation varies from

Ito school but generally consists of a tour of the school buildings, reviewing the school
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. e,policies and procedures; time in the teachers allocated classrooms and information

I

fromorientation beginning teachers are supposed to be given a mentor and this study

lishedthat schools do use heads of departments as the school mentors. Apart from (9%)

Is,the rest (91 %) schools do not use mentoring system of induction. The study however

lishedthat the mentors assigned to new teachers did not know their roles as such were

eravailable to assist the new teachers. Therefore, the novice teachers were not receiving

. entitlement in terms of mentoring support from the heads of departments. Although the

IleDtorswere not able to assist new teachers effectively occasionally some (4%) NATs

iKlicatedthat their mentors were available "whenever Ineed him" while there were varying

rcountsof beginning teachers meeting with their mentors rarely. Most newly appointed

teachersexpressed frustration with the lack of structure of the mentoring process in their

a:hools.One of the NATs who earlier indicated that she had a mentor in their school,

howeverreported that during the second term she had not been meeting with her mentor as

muchas she had during the first term due to scheduling difficulties. Due to the difficulties

withaccess to her mentor she had tried to figure out many of the issues that ordinarily a new

teacherwould seek advice from her mentor on by herself. She also stated that she would have

preferredto have a mentor who was available to her on a daily basis. She indicated that she

wouldhave found the mentoring process to be more beneficial had she had contacts with her

mentor.

Theinterviews conducted for this study certainly offer some insight into the mentoring

processthat was established in secondary schools. The participants provide evidence of the
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ofways in which the beginning teachers dealt with the mentoring situations that

successfulor otherwise. In order to provide the best possible assistance during the

ofteaching, beginning teachers' concerns should be well understood by principals,
\

teacher educators and program developers at the Ministry of Education. Newly

edteachers need responsive structured support and guidance during their early years

profession.It was indicative from this study that few schools have a systematic

hto induction and the desired conditions of lightened workloads, dedicated mentors,

responsiveschool-based induction remains just that-condition of desire. Leadership and

in schoolsmust ensure that these do not remain just unfulfilled promises.

presentstudy in this theme assessed the perception of Newly Appointed Teachers on the

ementpractices of induction in secondary schools, which was lacking from the related

e reviewed. In this case the reviewed literature did not focus on the feelings of NATs

theway induction was being managed in their secondary schools which was examined

Challengesin the Induction Process of Inducting Newly Appointed Teachers and

CopingStrategies used by the School Administration.

researchquestion responded to was: What are the challenges faced in inducting newly

intedteachers and the coping strategies used by school administration. Their responses

asshownin Table 4.6.
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4.6

engesfaced by the Induction Process in Secondary Schools. Head Teachers

=36) and Heads of Departments (n = 36)

Challengesfaced by Schools HT HOD

f 0/0 f 0/0

Financialconstrains 36 100 36 100

Workoverload for mentors who must continue with 36 100 36 100

otherassigned duties

Lackof time to offer a comprehensive induction 36 100 36 100

Inadequateskill and knowledge by mentors 36 100 36 100

Lack of documents such as policy blue prints and 36 100 36 100

schoolhand books to facilitate induction process

Influenceof informal induction from veteran teachers 25 69 30 83

whoare opposed to school administration

Rigid attitude and refusal to accept new ideas by 20 56 29 81

newlyappointed teachers during induction

Discontent between what NATs expect and the reality 15 42 20 56

of facilities in the schools

KEY:HT= Head Teachers, HODs =Heads of Departments.

Theobservation from Table 4.6, is that several challenges are reported to be a threat to

inductionprocess in secondary schools. All 36(100%) head teachers and all 36(100%) heads

ofdepartments expressed financial constraints as a major challenge to the induction process

inschools. All 36 (100%) head teachers and all 36(100%) heads of departments reported
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iswork overload for mentors who must continue with other assigned duties. All

%) head teachers and all 36 (100%) heads of departments also indicated that there is

of time to offer a comprehensive induction. All 36 (100%) head teachers and heads of

ents also indicated that mentors lack adequate skills and knowledge. All 36 (100%)

teachersand all 36 (100%) heads of departments also indicated that their schools lacked

ents such as policy blue print, school hand books to facilitate induction process.

ty-five(69%) head teachers and 30 (83%) heads of departments indicated that informal

ctionfrom veteran teachers who are opposed to school administration do affect the

ctionprocess. 20 (56%) head teachers and 29 ((81 %) heads of departments reported the

. attitude and refusal to accept new ideas by newly appointed teacher as a challenge.

weveronly 15(42%) head teachers and 20 (56%) heads of departments reported the

ontentbetween what NATs expect and the reality of facilities in the school as a challenge

inductionin secondary schools.

erespondents noted financial constraints as major challenge facing the induction process.

Accordingto the respondents the free secondary education funds does not allocated a vote

headfor induction programs in secondary schools and has not mandated the head teachers to

chargethe levy for the induction program. The schools therefore could not publish induction

materials;organize workshops and seminars as required by the induction program policy.

Thisfinding is consistent with those of Cole et al, (1995) who contended that beginning

teachersare often forced to put up with ill equipped classrooms and sometimes forced to

collectmaterials on their own.
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cialconstrains also affected the organization of induction in that the schools in Kisumu

andWest Districts were secondary schools could not publish hand books which were

saryfacility during facilitation of induction programs in public secondary schools.
I

orkoverload for mentors who must continue with other assigned duties as a major

lIengefacing induction process in schools. According to the respondents mentors who are

alsoheads of departments do not have time for new teachers since they must continue with

~eirwork as chief administrators in their departments as well as teaching their lessons

allocatedto them as teachers. This leaves them with a lot of duties to perform and the new

reachersare either hurriedly inducted or are inducted only when other duties had been

performedas per the school requirement.

Lackof time to offer a comprehensive induction was expressed by respondents as another

majorchallenge to induction process. Most mentors are to create their own free time to

jnduct the newly appointed teachers since the school curriculum timetable does not have

roomfor induction. Mentors are either using tea break, lunch breaks or games time to induct

newlyappointed teachers. It is important to note that the periods used to induct new teachers

arenever enough for mentors to achieve the induction objectives.

Inadequateskills and knowledge by mentors was expressed by the respondents as another

major challenge to induction process in, secondary. Schools usually use the heads of

departmentsmost of whom had taken over 10 years after their initial training and posting.

Therespondents noted that the heads of departments did not have mentoring knowledge and

skillsand the little they learnt during their college training had long been forgotten. During
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.wshead teachers noted that neither them nor the heads of departments had attended

.. g concerning mentoring since they left colleges and were not conversant with how

'onshould be managed. This they noted to be the cause of improper management
\

.eof induction in secondary schools.

ofdocuments such policy blue prints and school hand book to facilitate induction

swas also reported by respondents to be a challenge to induction in schools. Although

cialconstraints was given by head teachers as the major cause of lack of such materials,

headsof departments differed with them on the ground that it was the head teachers who

reluctant to publish such documents for their schools. The heads of departments

. tainedthat the availability of such documents would make their work easier.

uence of informal induction from veteran teachers· who are opposed to school

. istration was also indicated as a challenge to induction process in secondary schools.

ordingto respondents, beginning teachers are always influenced by staff members whom

y spendmost of their times within the staffrooms. According to head teachers most of the

acherswho offer informal induction to the newly appointed teachers are teachers who are

difficultto handle and such teachers do influence the newly appointed teachers to support

~em through informal induction in the staffroom. Heads of departments on their part

maintainedthat informal induction do occur due to lack of time for offering comprehensive

inductionand also due to lack of programmed induction in schools. With such loopholes,

informalinductions do greatly influence the newly appointed teachers and impact negatively

ontheformal induction for newly appointed teachers.
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respondents noted rigid attitude and refusal to accept new ideas by newly appointed

hersduring induction to negatively affecting induction programs. According to the

ndents, the beginning teachers felt uncomfortable while being inducted by the mentors.
\

y of them believed that the briefings they received during their. training were enough to

e them be effective teachers. According to heads of departments, some NATs felt that

y were knowledgeable enough and therefore became rigid to accept new ideas during

Duringinterviews, it emerged that informal induction was used by veteran teachers on the

NewlyAppointed Teachers. Informal induction is always offered by veteran teachers with an

aimto enlighten the NATs on various aspects of their institutions but more so, on the odds of

ilieschool administration and is always aimed at attracting the NATs to their side verses the

school administration. It is this aim of the informal induction that institutional

administrationsare required to use the proactive effect of a systematic and comprehensive

inductionso that it does not soil the good intentions and attitudes of the NATs. Table 4.6 also

revealsthat secondary schools use orientation, information guidance and mentoring as major

methodsof inducting newly appointed teachers. It also reveals that workshops and seminars,

classroom observation and use of hand book guidance as methods of induction were

minimallyused by secondary schools in inducting NATs.

NATs also received informal induction from other staff members alongside the school

orientationgiven by the head teachers and heads of departments. The following areas were

capturedby teachers while offering informal induction (Table, 4.7).
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alInduction to Newly Appointed Teachers (n = 136)

Captured by Informal Induction NATs

"--f 0/0

,nshipsbetween the school administration and the teachers 136 100

Icultureand traditions that is how lessons are handled, students

tedand how things are done here in general. 136 100

onmakers in the school and power brokers 136 100

terof individual teachers and support staff 123 90

lemsexperienced by the teaching staff in the school 118 87

, lifeof the community around, including their morals and attitude

83 61

al relations in school between the staff members themselves and

79 58

lessonsare handled 50 37

: NAT = Newly Appointed Teachers

canbe observed from Table 4.7, the newly appointed teachers received more information

the informal induction that if not well counteracted with a well-organized induction

tice,would paint wrong picture ofthe school administration and school policy. From

able4.7, relationship between the school administration and the teaching staff is given

ierity as all (100%) newly appointed teachers were inducted on the matter; School culture

traditionswith emphasis on how lessons are handled, students are treated and how things

donehere in general was also captured by all 136 (100%) newly appointed teachers; All
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(100%) Newly Appointed Teachers were informed of decision makers and power

ersin the school; Most 123 (90%) newly appointed teachers were informed of the

cter of individual teachers including the head teachers and support staff; Problems,
rienced by the teaching staff were explained to some 118 (87%f newly appointed

hers;Social life of the community around the school, including their morals and attitude

ardsteachers were explained to 83 (61 %) newly appointed teachers; Informal relations in

hoolbetween the staff members themselves and also between the staff and students was

pvento 79 (58%) of the newly appointed teachers; How lessons are handled was explained

nonly50 (37%) of the newly appointed teachers.

As shown in Table 4.7, informal induction do mostly emphasizes on; relationships between

ilieschool administration and teachers, school culture and traditions, decision makers in the

schools,character of individual teachers and support staff and problems experienced by the

teachingstaff in schools as major area of informal induction to NATs. Veteran teachers

.howeverpay minimal attention to areas such as social life of the schools' surrounding

community,informal relations between workers in the schools and how lessons are handled

asminorareas of emphasis.

The study established during interviews with newly appointed teachers that informal

inductionplayed a major role on the life of the new teachers than the orientation offered by

the school mentor. This is because informal induction took longer time than the

administrative orientation. However it painted a negative picture of the school
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ation. As can be realized from some of the statements given by newly appointed

It discouraged me

It helpedme adjust quickly to school activities

Iwasable to have an overview of the whole institution

It clarified some untouched areas

It touched on matters of welfare

Theproblems they stated became synonymous with me and such have served to

strengthenme.

ij Ithas helped me dream on how to identify how to relate with the administration and

howto cope with transition in administration.

abovefindings are in congruent with Smith (1997), that informal induction should not be

wed to take center stage in the new teachers' acculturation because:

i) NewTeachers often do not ask for the assistance they need

ii) Experienced teachers do not want to intrude on the work ofthe school mentors

iii) There is a need to identify who is obtaining support and the quantity as well as the

quality.

iv) Informal induction may have a conservative effect on new teachers' practice

v) Informal induction are difficult to identify, support and evaluate

rom the above statements it is clear that the NATs after that the NATs after receiving

onnalinduction do change their views towards the school system s and the community.

choolstherefore should use the proactive effects of a systematic and comprehensive

ductionprograms to enable them counter the pending results of informal induction.
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ontentbetween what NATs expect and the reality of facilities III the schools was

ressedby the respondents as one of the challenges facing induction process in secondary

ols. Most respondents noted the negative attitude of the newly appointed teachers
~

ardsthe school environments and the available facilities which in mostcases were of low

dardsto their initial expectations. Most heads of departments maintained that it was hard

convince the beginning teachers to accept their schools and- most of them do openly

remarkthat they would not take long on the profession if they could not be reposted to better

p;hools.Others start looking for other jobs immediately they see their new school and the

availablefacilities.

Thehead teachers in this case noted that the newly appointed teachers are always filled with

anxietyand excitement and this usually make them have excessive demands which the

schoolscan not fulfill. The head teachers however noted that such anxiety usually disappears

andgive room for survival disillusion, rejuvenation and reflection.

Inorder to provide the best possible assistance during the first year of teaching, beginning

teachers'concerns should be well understood by principals, mentors, teacher educators, and

program developers at Teachers' Network. Newly appointed teachers need responsive

structuredsupport and guidance during their early years in the profession (Simatwa, 2010). It

wasindicative from this study that few schools have a systematic approach to induction and

the desired conditions of lightened workloads, dedicated mentors, and responsive school-

basedinduction remains just that-condition of desire. Leadership and staff in schools must

ensurethat these do not remain just unfulfilled promises.
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wn in Table 4.7, Financial constraints, work overload for mentors, lack of time to

acomprehensive induction, inadequate skills and knowledge by mentors, and lack of

entssuch as policy blue prints are the major challenges facing induction process in
\

dary schools. On the other hand influence of informal induction by veteran teachers,

attitudeand refusal to accept new ideas by NATs together with discontent between what

Ts expected and the reality of facilities in secondary schools are some of the minor

engesfaced during induction process.

ing Strategies Employed by the School Administration

respondents were asked to give the coping strategies employed by the school

. istration; their responses were recorded in Table 4.8.
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Ie4.8

~ingStrategies Employed by the School Administration. (n = 36) Head Teachers

~ (n = 36) Heads of Departments

~ing Strategies HT HOD
f 0/0 f

lbereare regular consultations between head teachers and heads

departments 36 100 36 100

~hoolsare reducing teaching loads for heads of departments to 36 100 36 100

mabiethem create time for induction

Organizingregular staff and departmental meetings during which 36 100 36 100

NATsare encouraged

Headsof Departments do work extra hours to assist NATs 32 89 36 100

Staffmembersbeing encouraged to cooperate and assist NATs 18 50 18 50

Headsof Departments are availing all the necessary materials

whichare required by NATs 18 50 18 50

.KEY:HT= Head Teachers, HODs =Heads of Departments.

Theobservation from Table 4.8, is that secondary schools had put a lot of measures to

counterthe effects of the challenges facing induction in secondary schools. All (100%) head

teachers and 36 (100%) heads of departments noted that they used regular consultations

between head teachers and heads of departments. All (100%) head teachers and all (100%)

heads of departments also indicated schools were reducing workload for heads of

departments to enable them have time for induction. All (100%) head teachers and all

(100%) heads of departments noted that their schools had organized regular staff and

departmental meetings during which NATs were encouraged. Thirty two (89%) head
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all36 (100%) heads of departments reported that heads of departments were

hoursto assist Newly Appointed Teachers. Eighteen (50%) head teachers and

headsof departments also reported that heads of departments were availing all the
\

materialswhich were required by Newly Appointed Teachers.

) head teachers and heads of departments indicated that the following coping

wereemployed by schools to counter induction challenges induction: regular

·ODS between head teachers and heads of departments, reducing teaching loads for

of departments to enable them create time for induction and regular staff and

talmeetings during which Newly Appointed Teachers are encouraged, while work

murs to assist Newly Appointed Teachers and availing all the necessary materials

arerequiredby Newly appointed teachers were considered by less percentages of head

andheads of departments as being used to counter challenges during induction.

respondentsobserved regular consultations between head teachers and heads of

ents as an important copping strategy used in schools. According to the head

, and heads of departments regular consultations do give way forward towards

vingon the induction practices used as such meetings serves as feedback to what are

to the beginning teachers. The respondents further maintained that, such meetings

helpto the heads of departments to acquire basic knowledge on how to induct newly

in their departments. This finding concurs with Commonwealth
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. gto respondents, schools are reducing the teaching load of the heads of departments

tosolve work overload for heads of departments who are also the school mentors.

ondentsalso noted that reducing the heads of departments work load was also meant
\

have enough time to attend to the newly appointed- teachers in their

respondentsnoted the Organizing regular staff and departmental meetings during which

Ts areencouraged was a strategy employed by schools to encourage cooperation of the

towards inducting the newly appointed teachers. This strategy was also aiming at

. g the confidence of the beginning teachers towards their new schools. According to

respondents, this strategy was also meant to counter the influence of the informal

ctionwhich is offered to the newly appointed teachers by veteran teachers most of whom

deviantsto the school administration policies.

Heads of Departments do work extra hours to assist NATs. This strategy is used by heads of

departmentsin schools to enable them solve the challenges of lack of time and work

overload.According to the respondents, heads of departments has a lot of work and the time

tabledoes not allow them to offer induction to the newly appointed teachers, in such instant,

headsof departments do create their own time in order to meet and discuss with the

beginningteachers.

Therespondents observed that staff members were being encouraged to cooperate and assist

NATswhenever the beginning teachers had problems or request them for clarification on
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l

issues.According to heads of departments, this was to promote team work and to help

. g the rigid attitude of the beginning teachers towards the new school and the

.gprofession. The respondents also maintained that it is very important to working
\

experiencedcolleagues and that they would help the beginning teachers to join the

ionalrelationships inside and outside the school.

ing to the respondents the Heads of Departments are availing all the necessary

ialswhich are required by NATs. This strategy was to help in solving the discontent

what NATs expected and the realities of available facilities in the schools (Simatwa,

0).Although schools lacked policy blue print on induction for newly appointed teachers,

documentslike T.S.C. Code of Conduct and Ethics, Education Act, Young Persons Act

Codeof Regulations for Teachers are available for newly appointed teachers in schools.

respondentsmaintained that availing such documents to, beginning teachers do help to

ethe induction challenges as rigid attitude of NATs and also the influence of informal

tionthat do affect the attitude of the newly appointed teachers towards the school.

ordingto Table 4.8 therefore, most secondary schools do employ regular consultations

een head teachers and heads of departments, reduce teaching loads for heads of

l*Partmentsand hold regular staff and departmental meetings as major coping strategies.

Whileworking extra hours to assist NATs, encouraging members to cooperate and assist

ATs, and availing necessary materials required by NATs are rarely used by secondary

hoolsas coping strategies towards challenges facing induction process.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

's chapter presents the summary, conclusions and recommendations of the study under

~ectivedriven themes.

lbefindingsof the study were summarized as follows:

U.1 Induction Needs for Newly Appointed Teachers

Thestudy established that newly appointed teachers had several needs to enable them settle 'I,
II
I

intheirnew schools. These needs were:

Knowledgeof school objectives and policies; the school .curriculum and facilities; legal
jl'
II
II

"Iiprovisionin education; professional expectation position, duties; responsibilities and rights of

a teacher;guidance on social life, standards and norms, support staff and their roles in the;

regulations.

knowledgeon the school's external environment and Teachers Service Commission code of

5.2.2Management of Induction for NATs in Secondary Schools.

Thestudy went further to examine the management of induction for newly appointed

teachersin public secondary school. Key findings on this theme were as follows:
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) secondary schools use orientation; 95 (70%) secondary schools used infonnation

; 94 (69%) secondary schools used Mentoring method of induction; other methods

ctionlike workshops and seminars, classroom observation wen; not in used in

schools; hand Books were lacking; mentoring arrangement was constrained by

, other school responsibilities, constraints on time for interaction, poor mentor

, n, mismatch, and a lack in mentor commitment, skills, and understanding of the

NATs Perception of the Management Practices

dataindicated that there was some variation in the perceptions of the beginning teachers

mIlsof support that they received, Participants cited examples of various levels of

rt they needed. The interview data also identify that some of the teachers related to the

lopmentalstages of a beginning teacher indicating that a sustained network of support is

'calto the development of novice teachers; all newly appointed teachers noted that

ctionis good as it gave them confidence; all newly appointed teachers however noted

itwasnot systematically practiced in the secondary schools; the length and timing of the

'entationprocess were mentioned by all the newly appointed teachers as loopholes as they

notallow for the provision of detailed information; the teachers stated that there was a lot

infonnationgiven at orientation and that the orientation process was too fast and left most

of thenew teachers feeling inadequately prepared for their role as classroom teachers.
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Challenges Faced and Coping Strategies Employed by the School Administrators

'nationof the challenges faced by the induction process in schools indicated that:
\

mostserious difficulty experienced by all schools was work overloa'a for mentors; lack

time;there was also lack of skills and knowledge by mentors; there was lack of facilities

materials;there was influence of informal induction; there was discontent between what

Tsexpect and the reality of facilities in schools; NATs were rigid and refuse to accept

ideasduring induction; NATs came full of ideas of quitting the teaching job for greener

esand the attempts to retain them in the schools do become difficult; some NATs come

with habitsnot befitting for a teacher.

Theschooladministrators are employing the following coping strategies:

Workingextra hours to assist NATs; providing NATs with legal Educational documents;

organizingregular staff and departmental meetings; appealing to all staff members to

cooperateand assist NATs; understanding the NATs; availing all the necessary materials;

availingfunds to support induction program for NATsand cautioning students on their

behaviorand attitude towards,

S.3 Conclusion

Thestudy concluded that;

InductionNeeds for Newly Appointed Teachers

i) The kinds of induction practices offered in secondary schools were not meeting the

needs of the Newly Appointed Teachers,
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~ondary schools had up hazard management practices of induction for newly

lpJlointedteachers. In this case no secondary school had a comprehensive induction

practicewhich was well organized.

Thestudy also concluded that NATs had positive attitude towards induction but had

reservationson how it was managed in their schools as they did not allow for the

provisionof detailed information.

j Secondaryschools had several challenges that were affecting induction practices. Such

challenges required joint efforts of the TSC and Head Teachers in order to facilitate

inductionprograms in secondary schools.

thelight of the findings and conclusions of the study, the following recommendations

i) In designing induction program, it is important for Headteachers to pay much

attention to the needs of the newly appointed teachers. Equally, there should be

constant review of the induction programs in order to incorporate the ever changing

needs of the newly appointed teachers in secondary schools.

ii) There is need for the Teachers Service Commission in collaboration with secondary

schools to organize seminars on the management of induction programs. In these

seminars, head teachers and heads of departments would sharewith policy developers
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their views on the management practices of induction forNATs and how induction

process should be conducted to give better results.

There is need for District staffing officers, Quality and Standards Assurance Officers,

Head teachers and Heads of departments to constantly carry out induction appraisals

in order to understand the perception of newly appointed teachers on the

management of induction in secondary schools.

iv) There should be constant consultations between the school mentors, head teachers

and the staff as a whole on a regular basis to enable schools to meet the induction

challenges as a team and to help in developing copying strategies as a team for the

success of induction programs in their schools.

v) The Commission for Higher Education should also develop and avail a blue print

document on management of induction programs to help solve the induction

challenges associated with lack of induction guide management guidelines.

5.5Suggestions for Further Research

Having done a study on the management practices of induction in secondary schools in

Kisumu East and West Districts, the researcher realized that there was need to do further

investigation in the following areas in Kisumu East and West Districts:
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Astudy should be conducted to investigate the correlation between the induction

program offered in schools to new teachers and the students' performance when taught

by the inducted teachers so as to establish effectiveness of a teacher after induction.
\

Astudy should be conducted to correlate the role of group induction at the DEO'S

Officeand performance verses the individual school based induction and performance

for new teachers so as to establish whether group induction or individual school

inductionis suitable to enhance teacher effectiveness.
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